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6RAD NEWS
The club's faces are changing faster than usual this year as
a lot of people are heading off in various physical and philosophical
directions.

In these days of economic uncertainty the old hard core

is seriously becoming eroded; some people even have the nerve to take
their university courses seriously.
Heather Hanson is slogging her way through medical school.
Emery is back taking forestry courses.

Sob

John Baldwin is still here

studiously not allowing school to intrude on his climbing and skiing
schedule.

Julian Dunster and Jay Page are in and out of town as they

successfully drum up claim staking contracts.

Jay HcArthur is in Vic

toria involved with the local A.C.C. Chapter there.
The P.R.C.C. (sort of like the Can of Worms of years back) is
going its eclectic way.

Jean Heineman has moved out and is trying to

get a HacHillan Bloedel botany grant.
are still in Edmonton.
school.

Wayne Nagata

to do graduate work.

Bob Gephart and Beverly Zubot

Ron Collins is still there going to medical
has moved to Fort Collins, Colorado, in order
Art Grant has gone to law school in Ottawa.

Jacques Bilinski has returned to Nepal with Barbara Bradbury.
Dan Moore has returned from the Yukon and is on his way to
New Zealand with a Commonwealth Scholarship in hand.

Dave Waldichuk

is a lift operator/ski bum in Lake Louise while Gordon Schindell is
doing the same thing at Whistler.
velling around North America.
in town.
gary.

Jean HcCrae is climbing and t r a 

Al Knutson is doing civil engineering

Steve Ludwig is head of a cross-country ski school in Cal

Graham Underhill is a professional ski patroller at Whistler.

Steve Grant

is in town skiing and bicycling.

Anders Ourom is a t law
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school and has finished putting together his climbing guide to the
Stawamus Chief.

Jane Weller is working at M.E.C.

Berni Claus for

some unfathomable reason is going to medical school.
is back taking biology classes.
at U.B.C.

Tom and Diane Volkers are also back

Vicki Seraphim is in town.

Biology Department here.

Gail Franko is working in the

Paul Hooper and Marianne Etchell are tra

velling around in the south seas.
in town.

Dorothy Fairley is doing social work

Phil Hall is working at the U.B.C. library.

in town doing his geology stuff.
Trisha Falkner.

Bruce Blackwell

Rob Boyce is

Ross Beatty is in New Zealand with

Louise Hooley is travelling somewhere. Robin

Hvy

(Capt. Bivouac) has bought a house with some friends, calling it "The
Center" and is only occasionally using his M.B.A.
Dave Lemon and Pat Jaworski have bought a house in Victoria.
is one of the directors of Arctic Science.

Betty Walsh is working in

Burnaby for Parliament Conservation as is Cathy Barford.
is teaching in Summerland.
in town.

Barry Narod commutes

between Vancouver and various icebergs. (Honest!)
house parent in a group house.

school in Seattle.

Chris McNeill is a

Sara Golling is working for the D.A.S.H.
Neil Humphrey is doing his Masters at a

Moira Lemon worked on Frederick Island this summer

studying nesting birds and is now back in Ladner.
house sitting for Ross Beatty and Trish Falkner.

Bob Strathers is
Julian and Mary

Harrison have gone to New Zealand to practice medicine.
is in Calgary.
back from Asia.

Ellen Woodd

Patty Snell is working for a tour company

Bruce Fairley is renovating houses.

(eh?) program in Chilliwack.

Dave

Jeff Roberts

Peter Jordan bought a house in Kitsilano after coming
David Richardson and Christy Shaw are in 150 Mile House.

Fred Theissan has gone to Nepal and back.

It seems a lot of the older

grads are still hanging onto their foot loose ideals while others are
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disconcertedly settled and established.

If they are not careful they

may even end up as normal members of our society.

Many thanks to Helen

Lemon, who is unemployed in town by the way, for a lot of this information.

MARRIAGES
Gavin Barford and Cathy Ross
Mike Miles and Wynne Gorman
Alice Culbert and Fred Douglas
Ross Beatty and Trish Falkner
Bill Prescott and Val Taylor
Nancy Johnson and Richard Steinberg

OFFSPRING
Bob and Sara Brusse - a boy, Pieter
Paul and Marilynne Starr - a girl, Sarah
Roland and Heidi Burton - a boy, Frederick
Rolf and Gloria Kullak - a g i r l , Gabriella
Cam and Gail Pearce - a boy, Trevor
Bill and Marg Hocking - a boy, Michael
Margrit

and

Philip

Z u e r i c h e r - S c h i 1te

Switzerland) - a girl,

Nicole

(now

living

in
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SOCIAL EVENTS

The PRCC* home was a focal point for VOC activities this summer.
Two summer meetings and a BBQ (and other parties?) were housed by this
group of VOC'ers.

For the bush-type savages, Wednesday night PIT-stops

were a priority on the social calendar.
•People's Revolutionary Communist Committee.
SUMMER REUNION PARTY - Sept. 12
Held at my humble abode, old die-hards, potential old die-hards,
and neophytes gathered together to hail in the new school year.

Slides

of summer debaucheries, Honduras and a touch of Mexico proved that cul
ture has a place in VOC life.
LONG HIKE - Sept. 27-28
Long Hike weekend was kicked off with a successful rock school at
Murrin Park.

Remember your first climb, Mike B.?

Hugh H.? Sherrie?

For the faint hearted (smart?) VOC'ers, there was a saunter up Petgill Lake, Bob Emery's nonworking work hike.

Rumours have it that a

BDS crew (see VOC journal 1978, p . 126) tackled Sky Pilot.
Nightime festivities commenced at the Whistler UBC Ski Club cabin
with a Borscht/bread/cheese dinner.
fashionably late dinner hour!)
borscht were left over.

(No more bitching about the

VOC history was made - buckets of

The troops mutinied against a borscht break

fast, so French toast and bacon were squeezed in.
The night's activities were kicked off with President Peter Pan's
dance class and the Salty Dog Rag,
Virginia Reel.

followed by three killers of the

Rock and Roll ruled supreme for the rest of the night.

True VOC spirit overcame the liquid sunshine on Sunday, with
trips soddenly heading to Joffre

Lakes, Singing Pass, Garibaldi
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Lake, and Cheakamus Lake.
Many thanks to all cooks and bottle washers.

Special thanks to

Patty Thurber, Phyllis Mallet and Cindy Carson for their masterorganizational efforts and culinary skills.
HALLOWE'EN PARTY - Nov. 1st
An amazing number of clowns and gowns braved zero-visibility, fog,
and a haunted trail to park their bodies at Westlake Lodge (AKA Cypress
Park Resort).

The theme was "It's a circus" and best costume went to

the one with the cute navel , grass skirt and antlers - Terry Chow.
Where did you learn to hula dance, Terry?
SWIM/SKATE/SUDS PARTY - Nov. 27th
We may be guilty of false advertising but at least we tried!

Plans

were to suds it up at the Cheshire Cheese, destroy the 'bod' in hockey,
wallow in the whirlpool, and then party on down.

A few hardies managed

to quaff a few at an obscure 'legion' bar, and the troops all got it
together for a great coed hockey and free skate time a t the Thunderbird
arena. (Body checks never felt so good!)

The Aquatic Centre closed its

doors on u s , but a popcorn pigout party at my place lasted 'til the
wee hours of the morning.
CHRISTMAS PARTY - Dec. 19th
Thanks to Anders Ourom and family for housing the VOC Xmas Party.
Dave Firman

- Did I hear that Santa Claus haunts the local Sally Anne

boutique for his wardrobe?

Whatever the rumours, Santa did v i s i t , there

were presents, f o o d , dancing —

and even social interaction!

XMAS TRIP REUNION PARTY - Jan. 23rd
At the time of writing, this party is tentatively happening
a good time was had by all.

And
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VOC ANNUAL BANQUET - Mar. 13th
The Banquet will be held at the UBC Faculty Club.

A smorgasboard

dinner, slide show contest, and awards (for goons and otherwise)
are in the plans.

The night will finish off as the fine-frocked

natives kick up their heels to the Salty Dog Rag and Rock & Roll.
I hear that the VOC Vedder River Run is to be resurrected this year?
Sandy Lovering
Vice President

AWARDS PRESENTED AT 1980 SPRING BANQUET

V.O.C.'s Honorary Lawyers

-Nigel Banks
-Paul Hooper

Broken Board Award

Paul Phillips

Loving Cup

Le n
0

Kolankiewicz

GOON AWARDS
The Olympic Beach Heavy Weight Champion

Vicki Seraphim

The Gourmet Cook Award

Audrey Gilmore

Smelly Feet Award

John Baldwin

Music Hater's Award

Al Knutson

Pathfinders Award

Graham Underhill

Tent Mate Award

Paul Phillips from Leon

The Giant Blister Award

-Audrey Pearson
-Kathy Higgins
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SPRING 1980
THE GRAND CANYON
Mark Barley
Last Christmas I decided to do some travelling.

A friend of mine

by the name of Peter H o m e from Maine was also at a loose end over
Christmas so we decided to tour California by car.

Due to unforseen

circumstances we ended up at the Grand Canyon which proved to be one
of the highlights of the trip.
We had something of a shock coming from California to find about
two feet of snow at the rim of the canyon.

The temperatures were well

below freezing but looking into the canyon it could be seen that the
snow petered out a few hundred feet down.

We decided to day-hike

down to Indian Gardens about 2500 feet below the rim.

W e started

a t 8:30 a.m. and knew we had to be back by 5:00 p.m. as that was
when darkness fell.

The train down was steep but well m a d e and we

got down in less than two hours.
ground

There we found an excellent camp

and temperatures were quite mild ( 50° F.).

Most of the people

we m e t had been camping a t Indian Gardens or at the campsite by the
Colorado River.

Both campsites were very busy and Christmastime was

obviously a popular time of the year for hiking in the canyon as
temperatures are about 50-60° F. whereas in the summer they can top
120° F.

The vegetation was sparse and very dried up but the rock

walls, ramparts, turrets and towers were very impressive, being banded
in a variety of reds, browns and oranges and often towering up to
disappear in the misty cap of the canyon.

W e continued on down to

the Colorado River and reached it for lunch.

The vegetation was

sparse but the rock formations were ever more impressive in this
inner canyon.

After taking suitable photographs Peter and myself

headed back up to the rim.
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The reason why I tell this story is that the Grand

Canyon

could have interesting possibilities as a V.O.C. Christmas trip.
Unfortunately the main trails are rather limited in scope but there
must be minor, less well used t r a i l s ' w h i c h branch out-along the
length of the canyon.

If so and if we could get permission to camp

down there for several days somebody may be interested in organizing
a trip for 5-7 days hiking in the Grand Canyon.
At least we shouldn't get too much rain!!!!

OLYMPIC

REACH

Mark Barley

TRIP
Mid-Term Break

This trip started out on the Friday evening with the long drive
down to our camping spot at Crescent Beach on the north of the Olympic
Peninsula.
hicles.

For this trip people had a choice of two excellent v e 

My car had a defunct heater at the time but being chilly

wasn't the main hazard to the occupants.

Fine dust was continually

being blown into the car frum the heater coils, and radiator fluid
occasionally dripped onto the front passengers' feet.

Here the

occupants were given a chance for five hours to learn what it was
like to travel in a duststorm, while outside the car everybody else
was getting wet from the rain.

The other car was Leon's, which had

been vandalized by some kind person who had smashed the two side
windows.

Here they arrived a t the ferry point, after doing a 4-hour

drive a t 70 miles per hour down 1-5, because they were late, suf
fering from severe hypothermia.

Leon hadn't wanted the custom's

officials to realize the state of his car so he pretended to roll
his non-existent window down as he approached the checkpoint in order
to avoid looking like a weirdo.

(After a l l , who travels with both
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windows wide open on a cold February night!
We arrived a t our supposed campsite, one group shivering and
the other trying to clear their lungs of dust, only to find it closed.
We didn't have any tents and were planning to sleep under a sheet
of plastic, so we appointed Leon official leader as he was the expert
on such subjects.

He promptly drove off and stopped in a large

clearing which we soon realized was a recently worked logging slope.
Not fancying the idea of waking up under the wheels of heavy logging
machinery, or of finding our cars flattened we opted for a track
about half a mile further u p , went up it for a few hundred y a r d s ,
pulled the cars off the track, and strung up the plastic sheet.
Eight of us packed sardine-fashion under the sheet, and Leon gave
us pleasant dreams for the rest of the night by telling us in detail
of some of the grisly murders committed in Pennsylvania.
The next morning we woke up to find ourselves in something of a
garbage dump.

There were bits of paper scattered a b o u t , a broken

fridge, a doll's pram - really aesthetic surroundings.

W e could hear

trees being felled nearby and to cap it all a logger came past in a
truck and told us to clean up the m e s s .

We protested and found that

he only wanted the paper cleaned u p , not the old fridges, doll's prams,
smashed up cars, e t c .
The weather improved as we headed for L a P u s h a n d
remained sunny for the next two days.
LaPush

for a few miles and camped.

amazingly

it

We walked up the bench from
The afternoon was glorious, the

rock climbers climed several stacks and the rest sun-bathed.

We

m e t up with the Thomas group later on and spent the next two days
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drove around for awhile looking for the trailhead through a maze of
logging roads and slash.

We split up.

Once we thought we'd found

it when we heard a lot of screaming and commotion, but it was just
the two Steves and Graham, who'd found a bulldozer covered with snow
and were ski-jumping off of it.

The jumper was pelted with snowballs

in mid-air.
At about 1:00 p.m. somebody finally saw an orange blaze behind a
pile of slash.

W e all converged on it like ants to a picnic.

Nobody

could agree on what wax to use and some of us couldn't agree on whether
or not to abort the trip because the weather was acting up again. It
was>

needless to say, getting colder and wtter, or was it warner and

wetter with snow turning to rain, well anyway, more miserable.

The

disagreements led to more snowballs being thrown and one person
who goes unnamed for the sake of his pride was dumped head-first into
a snowbank when he suggested the best wax was no w a x . i i . e . moe-hairs.
The boys figured they'd better put a stop to this kind of heresy right
away, so the domino theory didn't have everyone thinking that way by
the end of the trip.
Host sensible people finally decided on purple klister, but
it was off in half a m i l e .

After that we had to walk on great clods

of snow, which is great for ankle strength and lousy for nerves.
Graham broke trail through about two feet of what would best be
described as glop, puffing and pumping like a locomotive as he left
everyone behind.
By 7:00 p.m. everybody had arrived a t the c a b i n , w h i c h was almost
buried in the snow, visible only from the smoke which rose from the
chimney; two ACC'ers had gotten there before us (having been heli
coptered in the week before - some ACC'ers are probably better pilots
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than climbers with all the flying around they do.)

It was so crowded

it felt more like a New York subway station than the empty Canadian
wilderness!

An eating contest was staged in which the two contestants

masqueraded as starving dogs, gobbling their burned macaroni.

Later

the contest became who had the better aim in flinging spoonfuls of
the macaroni sludge at each other.

The boys put on wrestling matches

for the girls, who pretty much had enough sense to ignore them.

Graham,

Paul, Steve and Ron tried to pick John up and throw him out into the
snow, but he was such a scrapper they satisfied themselves with
wrapping him around a log upright.

Wayne watched impassively, re

cording all that transpired for future reference.
In the morning the weather was worse.
head o u t .

One group decided to just

The Keeners however pushed onward and upward towards the

summit pile of Mount DoO-DOO, named because it resembles a....well,
y e s , that.

After awhile the mist became a white-out.

Culbert wasn't

much help when the most distant psysiographic (or is that physiognomic?)
feature was the tip of your nose.
the Bible of the Coast Range.

Anyway, everybody had forgotten

There was disagreement and uncertainty.

John thought he heard a foghorn in the distance and wanted to head
towards that.''He was in his element and feeling great, and uttered
some immortal words like, "The only way to escape a white-out is to
be one yourself."

The Field Marshall, also an accomplished Zen Mas

ter, spoke in a quiet and serene voice that we should get out a
stove, cook some brown rice, and meditate about our predicament until
it disappeared or the rice burned.

(As he spoke, he raised a bottle

of Scotch to his whiskered lips.)

Graham wanted to get to the top by

the most direct route possible, i.e. up the crusted 70-degree ice
fall right in front of u s .
the same route.

He was looking forward to returning over

Paul took off his jacket to let out the steam he'd
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generated and muttered through his crusted beard that the white-out
reminded him of the "blandness of those bloody Canadian cunts whose
only noteworthy quality is their mass mediocrity."

Rein told us

that he'd been a ski bum once for 3 months in Van'dzzere, France.
Jay asked if anyone was interested in a smoke and kindly passed around
his funny-smelling cigarette.

Julian Ounster was cursing the falls

he'd had coming up this far.

D.W. told us that he'd rather be a t a

Commander Cody concert anytime, unless we could find some good powder.
Al stood around shivering silently in his cotton flannel shirt and
blue jeans.
be exact.

Steve brought out his lunch - crackers - 2 of them, to
He dropped one in the snow and said to it, "All right.

you're going to be that clumsy, you can just stay there!"
w a s , er, priceless (or should

I

His humour

I say worthless?).

All we could eventually agree upon was to split up.

Graham's

direction was decided for him by a whiskey jack that swiped an apple
from his hand and disappeared.
him 'til the cabin later o n .

He took after it and we didn't see
Then the rest of us went, w e l l , one

way and the remainder the other, both certain we'd have the last
laugh by reaching the top while the other group played hide 'n seek
in the fog.
the top.

After an hour of more beautiful views my group reached

At least we could go no higher.

And no sign o f the others!

You had to hold your nose at the top because it smelled like somebody
couldn't hold it any longer.

What it actually was of course was the

sulphurous gas escaping from the nearby caldera.

We took the c u s 

tomary hero shots of the customary poses, trying to look as much like
Himalayan climbing team as possible.

W e anticipated razzing the

others about our success and their failure back at the cabin, if
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they made it back.
Well, who should we see arriving back a t the cabin just as we do
but the wayward group.

Before we could laugh at them, they started

jeering us for not reaching the summit!

We made every effort to

correct them, but they held to their belief that they'd made the
summit.

Eventually another snow fight was precipitated, but this too

did not settle the matter.
We m e t later at Diarrhea Queen in Squamish and still failed to
resolve the mystery.

John's car was now limping badly.

mission was shot; we couldn't get it out of second.

The trans

W e enjoyed a

delightful ride into Vancouver, snickering at all those carfuls of
crazed Whistlerites stacked up behind us.

And so ended y e t another

typically successful VOC weekend, successful, a t least, in irritating
those damn yo-yo skiers!

As I returned to the smog of Vancouver and

the bog of my work, already next week's trip gave me hope!

Parttcipants:
Everyone in VOC the past three years.

CYPRESS BOWL SKI TRIPS
Sean Harlyn

Late March and Early April

This is included for the benefit of serious undergraduate stu
dents who wish to improve their marks (its application to graduate
students is obvious).

There is little doubt about the beneficial ef

fect of skiing before and during the exam period (thanks for the extra
% Leon!).
The first of the abovementioned trips occurred on the Sunday of
the last weekend in March.

The cloud which was predicted to roll in

didn't quite make it up to Cypress Bowl, and the result was a beautiful
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day of skiing over open slopes we found near the downhill area.

Un

fortunately, Leon, Vicky, and I spent the rest of the week picking skin
off our faces after an amazingly delayed sunburn.
Over the next few weeks we went out several more times to
practice telemark truns, run moguls and relax from the pressures of
school and life.

Afterwards we went to places such as the Green Door

Restaurant (where we amused the owners with an in-depth discussion of
Lord of the Rings, instigated by L e o n ) , and of course, the American.
All in all a recommended method of relaxing one's nerves for the
pressures of exams.
Some participants:
Leon Kolankiewicz
Sean Harlyn
Audrey Gilmour

(Organizer)

Vicki Seraphim
Jean Heineman

MT. LIDDELL - GAHBIER ISLAND
Sean Marlyn

Mid-April

Having a big gap in between exams I decided to try for the summit
of Gambier Island in Howe Sound on what turned out to be one of the
finest days in April.

The access involved taking the bus to Horseshoe

Bay, followed by ferry rides to Langdale on the Sunshine Coast, and
from there to New Brighton on Gambier Island on'the little motor laundh
"Dogwood Princess I I " .

The hike follows logging roads up to about the

2500 foot level, and the instructions in '103 Hikes' are quite good.
(I only got lost a couple of times for about 5 min.)

From here one

picks a route up through the woods and a bit of scrambling and perseverence leads to the summit (I ended up wading through snow on the
upper portions) at just over 3000 feet.

The day was incredibly clear,

and the peak's position in the centre of Howe Sound gave panoramic
views of the mountains on both sides (Panther, Tetrahedron, Sedgewick,
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and the area around the Lions are particularly well seen from this
vantagepoint.)

Even more striking was the view to the south where

the high ridge line of the Olympics reared up over the low green haze
of the Gulf Islands and Saanich Peninsula.
alternate route.

On the way down I took the

There is a bit of messy logging slash (called

blowdowns in '103 Hikes') and a few easy bluffs to work down'but the
route is open and has more views than the logging road.

I stopped to

do a bit of climbing around on the (shit) rock on the way down.
My companion, the dog (who found me in New Brighton and followed me
for the entire hike (14 miles)),waited patiently each time and plugged
phlegmatically through the slash.
I made it down to the ferry dock a couple of hours early and
spent the time watching the swimming antics of some western Grebes
and explaining the mysterious disppearance of the dog to the locals.

SPHINX CAMP 1980
Excerpts from Sphinx Log
Hidden among the comments about slush, r a i n , sunshine and wet
powder the 1980 Sphinx Log is a story about the experiences of
one intrepid VOC'er, Trevor Boyd.

Trevor, this year's cabin

commitee chairman, recognizing that the Log too often has the
appearance of presenting the Sphinx experience as simply a rather
idyllic spring ski trip decided to g e t lost, get soaked and arrive
at the cabin, barely alive, on one of the few days that there was no
one there to help him.

The s t o r y is too dramatic to do anything with

but present it in its entirety.

Once again the harsh indifferences

of the mountains we all love so much were all too evident.

W e are

reminded never to lose respect for the raw reality of the challenges
we undertake.
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Trevor B o y d , myself, came in April 19th evening, now April 20th,
still cold, explain later, no one in cabin.

I am somewhat warmer now,

I feel better.
After hitching up, I was dropped off at the Black Tusk Road at
8:30 a.m.

A nice early start even though it was raining.

Halfway

up the barrier it was sleeting hard but I got to the turn-off point in
arourid 2-2h

hours (I don't have a w a t c h ) ,

I feel confident and good

because it is only slightly longer than my summer time.

It is snowing

hard now.
Travelling along, I somehow lose the trail.

This is dumb (but

not terribly dumb); the snow is deep and heavy and I see no track marks
at a l l .

I end up at Barrier Lake.

The unforgiveably stupid thing I do is, instead of turning back
to the trail (which would have been easy) I decided to ski along the
lakes until I reach Garibaldi Lake.
I continue along.

I ski along to the end of Little Garibaldi

Lake and up the likely looking route.

I climb up the ridge to the

top and see nothing but more and more ridges, but no Garibaldi Lake.
I check my compass.

I A H TRAVELLING SOUTH INSTEAD O F EAST!!!

to back-track and I end up on the south side of Barrier Creek.

I decide
I

follow up the creek to make sure I don't get lost again, but the side
of the stream is very steep and hard going.

It is very slow progress.

I can't cross the stream to the other side.

I keep on avalanching down

to the creek.

I finally see the lake, but on the last hard part I

fall down into the water.

It is swirling all over m e .

up but I fall down again.

I floaT-ly g e t m y

footing.

I try to get
HELP!!

There
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no one around.
cold.

I crawl back out onto the snowy bank.

I travel to the lake.

is snowing hard.
must be m a d e !

I feel very

The weather is turning colder and it

I am cold to the skin (freezing)!

A decision

Should I head to Battleships Shelter or should I go

directly to the cabin?

The shelter is closer and has a wood stove

but it is much colder and probably no firewood is available in the
winter.
well.

The cabin is warmer but farther.

There are people there as

I decide to head to the cabin directly.

the lake.

It is close to white out conditions.

One cannot see across
The going gets more

and more difficult, especially in the slushy patches.

By the time I

get to the middle of the lake the cold is everywhere.

I haven't felt

my hands and feet for hours.
I feel a great weariness.
My binding gives way.
relaxed.

It is dark now.

I can't see anything.

Only my compass continues to guide m e .
I fall down in the snow.

After a l l , I deserve a r e s t , don't I.

these are the symptoms of hypothermia.
concentrate.
I continue.

I lay there

NO!!

I get up.

I remember

It is hard to

It takes a while to put my boot back into m y binding.
It is snowing like crazy.

between two darker patches.

Finally I see a white patch

According to my compass it should be

Sphinx Bay.
I am moving very slowly now, resting every 10-20 steps.
down twice m o r e , but that white patch is getting bigger.

I fall

My eyes are

glued to the white patch so that I will not get disoriented again.
is reality.

It

Thank God for my pile jacket, my wool pants, sweater and

shirt and especially my compass.

Quite a mouthful for an agnostic.

About 30 metres before the morraine I fall again out of m y binding.
I leave my skis
every 2 steps.

there and climb up the moraine resting and yelling
I see and hear nothing a t the top.

I'm afraid that
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I'm in Sentinel Bay instead.

I am thinking I could die if I am.

I am a great coward and the fact that I don't feel scared worries m e .
I will check out those 5 different dark spots.

The first one looks

like a rock, but as I come closer it turns out to be the cabin.
There is no one there.

They had skied out the day before.

After I walk in, I can't get my boots off or my sleeping bag
out of my pack; my hands are too cold.

I take my knife and cut

the laces and cut the piece holding my bag to the pack.
I must get warm immediately.

I don't c a r e ,

My bag is soaking wet at the bottom, but

only damp at the top so I scrunch up for maximum warmth.

The next

morning after an uncomfortable night I feel somewhat better but every
thing I have is w e t .
dry.

I will not leave the cabin until I am warm and

That was a sobering experience.

Thus ends what is probably the

stupidest ski into Sphinx Camp.

What a year!

On April 23 Randall Woods came up and tried

follow Trevor's tracks.

to

He ended-up in the same situation moving

along the creek but managed to stay dry.

But Trevor recovered and as

he was leaving he wrote:
April 25th - departing for civilization, coverd with pleasant
shade of red and brown as a result of the sun's rays and d i r t .
As usual with V.O.C. activities, and to quote Trevor, "Thank
God" that all's well that ends well.

LILLOOET ICECAP TRAVERSE
Steve Ludwig

April 21 - May 10, 1980.

Not being regular members of the Airborne Climbers of Canada
(ACC), some of our seven ski party members had second thoughts about
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hiring a ski plane to make two food drops and two people loaded trips
to the northern end of the Lillooet Icecap.

The purists' fears

were well founded as the Pilateus Porter screamed towards some rather
large open crevasses in it's effort to get into the air following
the second food drop.

"You won't find a fucking Cessna at this a l 

titude", yelled the psychotic pilot as he put us into a hair-raising
nose dive while trying to check a chart to find out "where the hell
we are."

In the final landing on the Tchaikazan Valley creek bed,

the pilot had to lower the wheels to try and slow the sliding skis.
This immediately caused the insanely powerful plane to veer out of
control towards the trees a t the creek edge, and halt with the
propeller spinning eleven centimeters short of a tree branch.

Hmmmm!

Our plan was to cover roughly one hundred sixty kilometers of
glaciated terrain from the Tchaikazan valley (south of Taseko Lakes),
south to Meager creek near the Lillooet River logging road.

We

allowed three weeks time, giving us light packs, and time for side
trips and storm days.

The trip had never been done in its entirety

before, and some uncertainty existed regarding icefall and avalanche
danger.

The peaks we were to climb were mostly between 9,000 and

10,000 f e e t , with Mt. Monmouth being the highest at 10,500 feet.
The party consisted of five men and two w o m e n , all hardened to
the nordic doctrine of lightweight gear and telemark turns; John
Baldwin, noted for his death defying avalanche rides and mountaineering
doctrine of risking safety and well being in order to avoid leaving
any hardware behind on climbs.

Graham Underhill, famous for going
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all day at a pace that can only properly be called a run, and for
"checking out the safety" of slopes by traversing out into the frac
ture zone and jumping up and down before executing unbelievably good
short radius parallel turns.

Wayne Nagata (The Field Marshal)

rounded out the "Three Stooges" with his kamakazee approach to ski
technique and reoccuring dislocated shoulder.

The remainder of the

party consisted of two couples; Steve (Spokes) Grant, the ethical
bicycle wheel builder and veteran of self propelled nordic travel,
and Joan Avis (Joe Namath) a somewhat less experienced but powerful
downhiller turned cross country.

The other

couple was comprised of

myself, a half crazed professional ski freak and telemark specialist,
and Helen Sovdat, a young climber and ski instructor who just re
cently entered the touring scene.

With this group of highly skilled

and strongly motivated skiers, conflicts were soon to develop.
April 21 and 22.

Tbese days were spent in getting us up the

Tchaikazan Glacier to near the base of Fluted Mountain.

Everyone

(except Graham) had difficulty with carrying a weeks food as well as
all the necessary mountaineering and camping gear.

The glacier was

one kilometer wide and was free of crevasses as it climbed at an easy
gradient up to 9,000 feet.

Snow block walls made good wind barriers

and their construction became a regular part of the campsite routine.
April 23.
trip.

We awoke early to ascend M t . Monmouth as a day-

A t 10,500 feet, M t . Monmouth was the highest peak encountered

on the trip.

The group used a rope on the glacier, then scrambled

some exposed class 3 on snow and rock along the southwest ridge to
the summit.

Ski runs on the lower glacier topped off the day.
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April 24.

The group gained the Chapman Glacier and John and

Graham ascended Fluted Peak while the rest of the party went up
M t . Taylor.

We had second thoughts about following the Fluted Peak

party because we suspected unstable snow on its steep south flank.
A grizzly bear passed by within a kilometer of our packs as we
negotiated a very exposed snow ridge below Taylor's summit.

The

bear had come up five kilometers of the Edmund Glacier and was headed
for the Lord River Valley!

It was a sobering thought to consider

survival with bear devastated sleeping bags and equipment.

The

bear continued on what must be its annual spring mountaineering trip,
and our group passed its path without difficulty.
April 25.

Most of the party did the fourth ascent of Transition

Peak (9,800) and a possible first ascent of Peak 9,700 just north of
Transition Peak.

Another possible first ascent (under full conditions)

of Peak 9,600, then a long icy descent to a valley which feeds into
the Frank Smith Glacier. Without metal edges, Joan had some problems,
while I discovered that 360 degree spins were possible even with a
fifty pound pack and nordic equipment. Wow!
April 26.

The group got a late start in bad weather after

bouldering in nordic "duck boots." We moved camp up the Frank Smith
Glacier under high winds and blowing snow to near the base of Mills
Peak.
April 27.

Third ascents of peaks 9788 and 9700 were accomplished

under high winds and cirrus clioud.

Even though bad weather threatened,

the Three Stooges wanted to backtrack and climb M t . Fowler.

It

appeared as if John and Graham expected to extend themselves to the
limit to bag peaks in whiteouts at whatever cost, while others would
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rather turn back in bad weather, stay and do ski runs, or stop short
of twelve hour d a y s .

John's "You don't have to come if you don't

want to" answer only seemed to further agitate the disgruntled
troops.

We reached our first food drop that afternoon and pigged

out on canned ham and vegetables, with beer.
April 28.

The weather was socked in and storming, so the day

was spent in overeating and reading.
April 29.

This day began with an argument and John and Graham

took off to do extremely fast paced ascents of Fulgora (9800), Donar
(9?00), Porter (9500), Hills (9400), and Henderson (9300).

Fulgora

involved a steep corniced ridge with some exposure, but it was
possible unroped.
scrambles.

The others were all ski ascents or short

John admitted that the only way he could keep up to

Graham was by moving constantly without any rest breaks.
maining party ascended Hills,
some very enjoyable skiing.

The r e 

Porter, and Henderson, and took in
That evening, the battle resumed with

Spokes and Helen insisting that the party should stay together for
safety reasons.

John insisted that he was there to do what he

wanted, and that no one else had to follow or worry, and I was
caught in the middle; understanding John's position, but seeing a
need to keep the group together and make democratic decisions.
April 30.

The Three Stooges did Bridge Peak, while the r e 

mainder did Fulgora and Donar.

The two groups passed each other on

Stanley Peak (9600) for a great summit sunset, then rejoined to
camp below the peak.
Hay 1.

Routefinding on glaciers is always easier from below,

but this next day's exploit involved a 2000 foot descent from our
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8500 foot plateau over a heavily crevassed glacier to reach the
Ring Glacier.

Certain party members adopted the "Tug of W a r " ap

proach to roped skiing, i.e. attempting to pull the unwary rope
partner off his feet, forcing him to speed up suddenly or be ground
into the snow by a heavy pack.

It might be noted that the Field Mar

shal took a real beating in this respect, being tied in between
John and Graham.

The rope made the crevassed sections safer but

prevented us from enjoying the easy spring snow.

We camped a t the

high point of the Ring Glacier and separate groups went partway up
M t . Alecto and Magera in variable whiteout.
May 2.

Our camp was moved to the second airdrop, located near

the Archbishop.

The weather cleared and we were treated to fantastic

views of glaciated faces on Lillooet Mountain and Tisi phone-Archbishop.
Late afternoon probing for a missing food bucket at the airdrop was
not successful.
May 3.

While heading up to Tisiphone on a day trip, we were

startled to see a helicopter approaching from the south.

We soon

learned that another party (the Bob Bruce party) was in the area.
The chopper then left to search for that group, leaving us in a sort
of helicopter shock.

After travelling for two weeks without seeing

anyone in a huge mass of white plateaus and high glaciated peaks, it
seemed outrageous that someone else could approach, talk, and leave
in a five minute period!

Everyone went to the summit of the Arch

bishop on steep rock and snow (class 4 ) , then split up.

The others

went skiing while John, Graham, and I tackled a five meter high
rectangular granite "salt block" boulder.

The view from the top of

the block was dizzying as the terrain plunged 4000 vertical feet to
the Bishop Glacier.
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Next came Tisiphone, a twenty-five meter tower of granite
with blocks on top that resembled the stacks of a locomotive.

A

large snow choked gap between two blocks on the south side provided
a direct line to the top.

I lead out using a belay from Graham on

a 9 mm rope, a few slings, biners, and a spare binding cable from
m y skis.

As I thrashed my way u p , I had to clear snow and ice to

find the holds.

My mind drifted back to the north ride of Guard

Mountain where one year ago I seconded some very steep icy terrain
with only a Stanley carpenters hammer for an ice tool.

"Who needs

proper equipment anyway", I shouted as I set the binding cable,
clipped i n , and moved up past.

With the ridge crest achieved, John

took over to finish with an exposed traverse and mantleshelf to the
top of Tisiphone.

Meanwhile, Graham had daintily traversed to the

north and found "Fat Man Chimney," a narrow chimney that
could not fit an overweight person.

"Fat Man Chimney" was our descent

route, and skis soon brought us back to camp.
May 4.

Our camp was moved to the icefield between Lillooet and

Daugleish Mountains.

Spokes and Joan climbed

M t . Daugleish while

the rest of the party skied to the summit of M t . Lillooet.

The run

down was steep and exciting for more than a thousand vertical feet.
May 5.

Stormy weather kept us in tents almost all d a y , except

for some whiteout ski runs near camp.
May 6.

The weather was bad but we started moving anyway.

The

weather was somewhat mild with occasional clearings in the whiteout.
There were two possible routes from our camp near M t . Daugleish to
the Manatee range, so naturally our group could not agree.

The

valley route was selected rather than the ridge route due to cloudi
ness up high.

Spoke's choice was vetoed, a decision that could have
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cost us our lives.

The valley route involved a roped ski descent

of heavily crevassed glaciers and traverses of some very steep ter
rain and obvious avalanche paths.
from above.

None of this had been evident

As we dropped d o w n , the weather became heavier and wetter

in the warm low elevations.

Our best skiers could barely manage to

stand up and traverse knee deep in the soaking stuff, setting off slow
spring sluffs with each movement.

The rope greatly reduced our speed

and left us exposed to slides from above for longer than we would
have liked.

As usual, the sides of the heavily crevassed glacier

offered less resistence and in this case, the only way we could see
to get down.

Still vulnerable to any wet snow slides from anywhere

up to three thousand feet above u s , I felt an eerie urge to get the
hell out of this area.

I untied from the "safety" of the rope, told

John what I was doing, and took off alone down the side of the glacier
ahead of the still roped group.

The decision was a completely per

sonal o n e , to risk the chance of falling into a crevasse in order to
move quickly through an area exposed to severe avalanche hazard.

It

was my own choice and I didn't want to inform the whole group and in
fluence their decision on what would be safe.

Each traverse in the

lateral trough of the glacier started new sluffs and the deep cement
tried to send me on my face regularly.

Traversing over recent ava

lanche debris and more cement, I finally reached the benign valley
bottom feeling shattered from exertion and tension.

The others a r 

rived half an hour later and we set up camp as avalanches thundered
down in the heat behind us.

Spokes was completely pissed off that we

had not taken his proposed route which obviously would have been safer.
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Hay 7.

The group was in agreement for once on the route to the

Manatee Range but the Three Stooges left before the rest of the group
was ready.

On concrete hard snow, we pushed off to follow them, and

soon discovered that they had left the intended route and were trying
to kick steps up an extremely steep mountainside of concrete snow!
Their way looked very stupid so we continued along the originally
planned route; up a steep lateral moraine on the same hard snow,
through a small meadow with trees, then another moraine crossing to
reach the Sirenia Glacier.

Progress was very quick up the easy glacier

and we soon reached our camp between Obelia Peak and the Manatee
Range.

Both groups climbed Obelia, a class4 scramble on a broken

rock ridge.

Back a t camp, we found thatGraham, John, and Wayne had

set up their tent away from where we had planned to stop, and Spokes
refused to camp near them.

A big argument ensued regarding the ir

responsibility of certain party members.
May 8.

It snowed all morning with whiteout for the rest of the

day, so reading, eating, bouldering, and arguing were the main activi
ties of the day.

There seemed to be little progress made on closing

the rift between Spokes and the Three Stooges.
May 9.

The entire group made a very early start to head around

to Wahoo Tower.

At low levels there was excellent light snow on a

hard base, while up higher conditions were icy and hard.

Steep

step kicking and an easy scramble put us on top of Wahoo Tower.

The

plunge step worked just barely on the descent, so most people faced
in to downclimb.

There was some playful skiing en route to our

packs in deteriorating weather (cutting off each other, 360 degree
t u r n s , pulling on packs, e t c . ) .

Now came the home stretch across the

Manatee Glacier in the general direction of Meager Creek.

Snow

changed to rain as we traversed through mixed treed and glacier ter-
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rain and finally
May 10.

s e t u p camp near an open creek.

Beautiful sunshine woke us and soon we had traversed

hard crusted snow to reach a very steep complex of chutes that
would bring us down to Meager Creek several thousand feet below.
Even though it was only 9:00 a.m., sloughs of wet snow would slide
in sheets down the obvious avalanche path to the valley.

After some

pretty shaky skiing, the group sat down in the butt-width avalanche
runnels and bum glissaded down the steeper portions to the avalanche
debris below.

The path snaked and banked its way d o w n , and the sliding

resembled driving a car as you turn, accelerate, or slow down with
your moving pad of snow.

Suddenly, I felt a wall of snow grip me from

behind and in my adrenalin rush I sensed that the whole slope was
moving!

Next, Graham was laughing his head off and I realized that

he had just rear ended m e with his own snow cushion.

Some acceleration

was in order so I lifted my feet and shot ahead down the chute.

Soon,

fifteen kilometers of walking along Meager Creek and the logging road
brought the Field Marshal to the "Bomb".

It's nice to have an old

car that can be left for three weeks at a trail head; even the u n 
biased ply Monarch Tractionmaster retreads weren't worth stealing!
A bath at Meager Creek hotsprings was our first real cleanup in three
weeks, then on to dinner in Squamish where the water is already
melted and comes out of faucets.

2.

Climbing in the Pantheon Range by John Baldwin
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HOWE SOUND - CREST TRAIL
Randall Woods

May 10

"I will if no one else wants to."
Thus having uttered the VOC Summer Chairman's oath of office,
I decided to christen the summer hike schedule with a sunny Saturday
hike through the snow over the VOC's H.S.C.T. which, rumour has i t ,
is scheduled for completion at Inuvik in time for the next ice age.
The trip was notable for Paul, Jay and m e showing up for a
bivi.

Laura-Lee made no comment, but I can imagine what she must

have thought. (Welcome to the club.)

As we proceeded n o r t h , c o n 

quering an endless series of hummocks, Paul officially labelled the
trip a "bump bagging expedition".
achievement.

Something to do with soft core

I t contrasted nicely with Jay's stories about Logan.

The trip evolved from soft core to utterly limpid when we limped out
at the edge of the last draw before the Lions, but lest you think the
day a waste, we sent three HUGE snowballs crashing down the slope
in a construction effort worthy of Khufu.

Laura-Lee
Paul Phillips

Jay Page
Randall Woods

(L)

SHUKSAN ATTEMPT (1)
May 18-19, 1980

Kobus Barnard

The weather on the first day of this trip (the day M t . S t . Helens
blew up) was pretty good.

Unfortunately we had decided to climb the

peak itself on the next day.

We left the parking lot sometime in the

afternoon and skiied in the general direction of Lake A n n .

Route-

firtding was a bit of a problem but nonetheless we arrived a t the lake
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before dinner.

We were in the shadow of the peak and the weather was

great. Naturally we assumed it was in the bag.
However, we woke up the next morning in a whiteout.

After a

couple more hours of sleep, the fog had lifted a bit and we decided
to entertain ourselves by climbing part of the mountain (on foot).
About halfway up Fisher Chimney, I convinced everyone to turn back.
On the way back to Lake Ann it started to snow like hell.

We

arrived a t the cars an hour after dark, w e t and c o l d , and with one
sick party member (Geoff).

We all agreed that for an unsuccessful

trip this one rates pretty high.

Maybe we just like pain.

Party Members:
Kobus Bernard
Geoff Harris

Terry Chow
Jane Weller

PIERCE LAKE
Randall Woods

June 7-8, 1980

The alarm clock rang about 3 hours after my return from wherever
I went after leaving the American Hotel, and a lot of stumbling around
the apartment found me with a backpack full of whatever was handy being
stuffed into Mike's little car and later Mark's bigger c a r . (?)

The

drive to Chilliwack is not a clear memory, but through the fog gleams
a vision of an Egg McMuffin and lots of coffee.

We found the trailhead,

shouldered our packs, and started off under partly sunny skies on a
damp trail.

Hot going, but thoughts o f a quick dip in the lake were

occasionally mentioned.

As we climbed the trail, spots of snow became

stretches of snow, and our brave talk of a cool swim quietly disappeared
as the ice covered lake came into view.

Oh w e l l , on to the old cabin.

Hiking past the lake into deepening snow we discovered that either
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the cabin is gone or was completely buried.

Camp was made above the

invisible cabin at the foot of a waterfall.

I wolfed down an instant

meal and headed up and west towards the col east of McFarlane to
enjoy a view of the Lucky Four and, off in the distance, Judge Howay.
Meanwhile, back at the camp, Chef Darryl was cooking his chicken and
towel over a stove that could double as a blow torch.
progressed.

Mark wandered off with his camera.

sleeping bag.

The evening

I crawled into my

Mike and Darryl started a bon-fire on the snow.

Later,

the sleep of all was interrupted after midnight by Mike yelling, "No!
No! No!" in his sleep.

Whether he dreamt of falling off a rock, a

bear attack, or marauding women he couldn't or wouldn't tell.
In the morning sun we headed up over slippery, loose rock to the
second lake and sunner ourselves on the boulders near the upper lake
long enough to be ambushed from below by low cloud creeping up from
the valley.
us.

We headed for M t . Pierce.

So did the cloud.

It beat

We huddled on a minor pinnacle to the west of the summit and

watched our horizons shrink towards us.

After a short period of

gloating over its superior mobility, the cloud proceeded to relieve
itself upon us.

Suitably humbled, we retreated to our sodden camp

site, packed and arrived at the cars after ih
and muddy trail.

hours of slippery logs

Then to Chilliwack for a carbohydrate refill and home

to the big city.
Participants:
Mark Barley
Darryl Hutcheon

Mike Brett
Randall Woods (L)
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SUMMER

1980

WEDGEMOUNT AREA II
Kobus Barnard

June 14-15, 1980.

Having been cheated out of climbing Wedge the week before,
I was eager to try again.

The plan this time was to climb Wedge on

Saturday and then do some rock climbing on Wedgemount Lake Bluffs on
Sunday.

The weather on Saturday was unstable a n d , once we got above

the lake, visibility became rather limited.
Ridge route

We used Culbert's W

which actually ascends the mountain's SW side.

route is non-technical and looks like a good ski trip.
the top by 7:00 a.m. amidst a lot of cloud.

The

We reached

As one would expect,

the weather cleared up once we were back on the glacier (the cloud
had dropped into the valley).

The next morning the weather was

too bad for rock climbing and so we left.
Participants:
Kobus Barnard
Joel Feldman

Terry Chow
Andy Pacheeo

SLESSE FOGBOUND
Randall Woods

July 12-13, 1980.

The four of us set out at 5:00 p.m. Saturday from our meeting
place at the M.E.C. and arrived at the Slesse Creek trailhead by dark
after a few false turns and some navigation over rough road.

There

we slept under the stars, gambling that a pause in the nearly c o n 
stant rain that the lower mainland was experiencing so far this summer
would hold 'til morning.

Wonder of wonders, it did, and we reached

the knoll below the climb in good time (the "Weller Sprint") only
to sit for an hour watching the cloud cover alternately conceal and
reveal parts of the crags above.

I recall liy legs (avalanching

mightily from Wedge the week before) provoking a conversation about
the book "Survive" and the pros and cons of using fallen comrades
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as a protein supplement.
On that note we decided to ascend into the fog and go for the
NW face.

Wet, loose, mossy rock and portable protection turned us

back from this route.

At this point, the standard route started

looking pretty g o o d , so with Bill leading the first rope we wandered
around ledges to the w e s t , south and up.

It soon became clear that

either Culbert has a strange sense of humour ("The easiest way
(class 3) is to climb gully...") or we were again indulging in
whimsical route finding.

I remember leading what turned out to be

our last pitch - climbing up into the fog - the rope giving too
much drag - looking back for the problem and seeing the rope stretching
down into grey nothing, presumably towards my belayer.

As the others

arrived at the belay station (200 m from the summit?) the rain started.
Kobus noticed

that we had probably stumbled upon the standard route

(marked by cairns), but it was now late, and rather than going for
it (and bivying n the summit in the rain) we elected to try to
0

get down before dark.
sprint-.for the car.

A heavy downpour near the bottom prompted a
The Raingod of Slesse had done it a g a i n .

Participants:
Bill Maurer (L)
Jane Weller

Kobus Bernard
Randall Woods

WILLIAMSON LAKE
Terry Chow

August

?

Early Saturday morning found us driving along Highway #1 east.
We were planning to climb Golden Ears Mountain in Golden Ears Park.
On the tape deck, I had Pat Benatar playing and in the back s e a t ,
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Darryl was describing the "3 step" method of picking up girls.

We

drove for about \\ hours before Kobus decided to pick up the guide
book.

He quickly realized that we were on the wrong highway and had

driven 50 miles away from the park.

By this time, we were just outside

Chilliwack, so I took the Sardis-Cultis Lake turn-off.
the apathy set in.
hungry!"

"Now where do we go!"

About this time,

"Let's go home."

"We'll never get anything climbed today!"

"I'm

After looking

for a restaurant in Sardis, we finally ended up at the "Husky Trucker's
Stop."

With some food and coffee in our stomachs, we were now capable

of making a sane decision.

We decided to climb, or I mean hike up to

Williamson Lake.
The trail was steep, but we were able to hike it in half the
recommended time.

After lunch, we did a little bouldering and took

a few deceiving pictures that made us appear several hundred feet
above the ground on a rock face.

We were soon bored, so we decided

to roll a few boulders into the lake.

As usual, we got carried away

and spent the next 1% hours rolling boulders.
Back a t the car, we all agreed that the day turned out fairly
g o o d , considering our mistakes and low energy.
somewhere!
Expedition Members:

Kobus Bernard
Terry Chow
Darryl Hutchins

We at least got
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MT. HABRICH

Andy Pacheco

Summer

1980

Some mountains you see once and you decide you have to
climb them.

Habrich is such a gem and I fell for it the first time

I saw it in Culbert's guide.

So when Terry announced that he was

going for Habrich I immediately got on the trip.
We left on a Saturday morning of what turned out to be the only
cloudless weekend of an otherwise abominable summer a n d , after a
brief breakfast stop in Squamish, headed up the Mamquam River Road.
While Kobus and Darryl discussed some of the finer points of theoreti
cal physics, Terry worked on getting the old Chevy up the road.

It

is worth mentioning that, while Culbert's directions may seem il
logical , they should be followed to the letter: about a hundred
yards past the 3-mile marker (an old shack marks this point) the
Shannon Creek road forks right.

Don't be put off by the big red

sign saying "Watershed, Keep Out" - this is the route and the
watershed sign a useful device for remembering i t .

Immediately

after the first bridge (at the top of a steep hill) is an unassuming
minor fork leading right, which couldn't possibly be the road you're
looking for - this is it.

Drop your car off at the bridge and head up.

(Of course under my expert guidance we managed to overshoot this road
by three miles the first time, demonstrating, in the process, the
incredible sturdiness of Terry's c a r ) .
Having got ourselves on course we had to decide what gear to
take.

Kobus and I were all for taking the two climbing r o p e s , and

two 9mm haul ropes so that we could climb Habrich by two separate
routes and exchange the next day bivouacing on the summit.

Terry
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tried to point out that considering the time (11:30) we would be
lucky to get to the base of the mountain by 6:00 p.m. so that
reaching the top by nightfall
out of the question.

(especially with loaded' packs) was

Darryl had been up late partying and didn't

really care, dozing through most of the ensuing half-hour d i s 
cussion.

In the end common sense prevailed and we loaded up minus

the 9mm ropes.
The hike up was pleasant; we dropped off some beer in the
first creek, and took some time to admire the spectacular views of
the Chief and Howe Sound beyond.

Along the way there are attractive

granite bluffs which tempt one to do some bouldering, in fact it is
hard to resist.

We pressed o n , however, and found that it was

pretty easy going.

One doesn't see the Sky Pilot Range for some time

and we were beginning to wonder about the route when the unmistakable
peaks came into view.
By about 4:30 we were sufficiently close to set up camp in the
middle of an abandoned (we hoped) logging road.

Once our camp was

established we whiled away the remaining hours of-the day by climbing
a very enjoyable bluff which contained some imposing cracks (unani
mously rated at about 5.9, top roped).

We all took shots at i t ,

each clearing a bit more of the route until it was completed.

Since

two people were always lazing around in the sun (while the other two
climbed) plenty of ego-inflating "action shots" (of difficult moves
and wild bush-crashing pendulums) were taken.

At this point we met

up with another party of two who were planning to ascend Habrich the
next day.
sleep.

More tries, more photos, and then off to supper and to
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The next morning we were moving by about 6:30 and reached
the end of the logging road about half an hour later.

From this

point it is about another hour and a half or so straight up through
open forest to the base of Habrich proper (i.e.where the rock starts).
We decided Darryl and I would do Initial route (5.6) while Terry
and Kobus, the more experienced party, would do the nose (5.8 and thin
on protection).

Initial is an enjoyable route; the first three

pitches are about 5.3-5.4, and mostly open.

Some bushy patches

create rope-handling problems for those with little experience (such
as u s ! ) .

Two more pitches of about 5.5 were a lot cleaner, and then

came the crux - a long steep face and crack system, devoid of bush.
This pitch is by far the most enjoyable, though it certainly did not
seem 5.6 - more like 5.7-5.8.

We were probably off route, though.

Some pitons would have helped here as it is difficult to get chocks
into small cracks filled with dirt and moss and I ended up doing a
60' leadout protectionless and belaying off two foxheads tenuously
held in opposition, aided by a tiny sapling which creaked and strained
under my weight!

I warned Darryl not to fall, and waited for him to

gain more height up to the base of the crux so that I could belay
him past this point from safer ground.
an ideal spot and belayed Darryl up.

Twenty feet higher up I found
The exposure was impressive, and

Darryl, whose previous hardest climb had been Banana Peel on the Apron,
was duly impressed, but did very well and seemed to enjoy himself.
From this point on the going becomes class 4, levelling into
class 3, a n d , though we continued to use the rope for safety's sake,
it is clear that time could be saved by going unroped without taking

A. On the Summit of Mt. Habrich.
from top^-to bottom - Andy Pacheco, Darryl Hutchins,
Terry Chow, Kobus Barnard. Photo by Terry Chow.
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any serious risk.

The terrain is beautiful at this point, several

heather covered ledges lead to the summit with breathtaking views
of the Sky Pilot Range on one side and Garibaldi and Black Tusk on
the other.
We got to the summit about 10 minutes after Terry and Kobus.
The whole route had taken about 9 hours (Culbert estimates 6, which
would be reasonable for an experienced party).

Terry and Kobus

took 9 hours, which is the expected time for the nose ascent.

They

said it was an exceptionally clean and enjoyable climb, though they
also wished they had taken more pitons and went long leadouts pro
tectionless.

They also indicated one spot where belay stances were

very far apart and Kobus had to belay Terry up while moving up with
him until Terry found a stance.
After the usual hero shots and munchies we started down by the
conventional route.

It was about 7:30 and it became obvious that it

would be pretty late before we got back.

W e got back to the base

as the last light faded from the sky and began the descent through the
woods in the dark. (Flashlights?
at camp.)

Oh those!

Er...in the packs back

It took over three hours to thread our way through the

treacherous bluffs spanning the route back to the road through the
woods; we finally got back to camp at midnight.
After crashing out for an hour or so w e packed up and headed
down.

Terry and Darryl were making wisecracks about Kobus and I not

having enough of a challenge with one route per weekend.

We got to

the ice-cold beer sooner than expected and drank the suds thirstily
before heading back to the car.
The ride back seems like a strange dream:

all the windows open
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to keep Terry awake, the radio o n , Kobus constantly in conversation
with Terry to keep him alert, while Darryl and I sat like frozen
vegetables in the back and dreamed of sleep.

No such luck.

We

got back to Vancouver about 6:30 a.m., just in time to wash up and
go to work!
A veritable V.O.C. epic which will live fondly in my memory
forever.

O h , by the way, does anyone want to do the SW nose of

Habrich this summer?

I do!

The masochists were:
Terry Chow (L)
Darryl Hutchins

Kobus Bernard
Andy Pacheco
MT. SHUKSAN - ATTEMPT II

Terry Chow

August ?

After an unsuccessful attempt in May, we decided to give
Shuksan another try.

We knew the route quite well now and were

hoping to establish a camp higher than Lake A n n .
The hike into Shuksan was spent talking about girls w e had m e t
during the week and plans of meeting more.
and warm and quite pleasant to walk in.
large group of boy scouts

The weather was cloudy

On the way u p , we passed a

which were heading up to Lake A n n .

Near

Lake A n n , we met a group of hikers coming d o w n , consisting of two
girls and a guy.

The girls were cute and one had given Darryl an

interested look.

On telling m e , Darryl and I quickly about faced and

walked after them.

On seeing t h i s , Kobus yelled, "Come on g u y s ,

we came to climb!"
We continued up the trail past the campsite at Lake A n n , making
good time.

Just above Lower Curtis Glacier, we ran into a Marmot.

Cameras were quickly dug out of packs and the next twenty minutes
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were spent chasing this little creature around.

Exhausted from

chasing the m a r m o t , we decided to continue climbing up.

W e found

fissure chimneys easily, and quickly climbed up the class 4 route.
On a short traverse between chimneys, we ran into a group coming
down that had just climbed the peak.

They told us that a climber

had been killed here last week, climbing up the wrong chimney.
for thought I would say.

Food

As we climbed higher, we could see a group

of people camping in tents on the Lower Curtis

Glacier.

We thought

this was strange, as there is no reason to climb onto the glacier
when the trail is clear.
At 6:00 p.m. we reached the head wall of Upper Curtis Glacier.
Here, in a small outcrop we set up our bivouac.

Kobus and I decided

to practice a little ice-climbing, so we climbed up the head wall
with our crampons to reach a little stream for water.

For dinner,

Kobus had brought the meat sauce (suck it, vegetarians) and I had
brought the noodles.
obtained lh

After all ingredients had been m i x e d , we

quarts of spaghetti in a one quart pot.

much as possible, but still half a quart was left.

We ate as
This ended up

on the rock below u s .
The next morning we were awakened by strong w i n d s , whiteout
conditions, and rain.

Pissed off at the weather, we slept for

another two hours, giving up an attempt for the summit.

During

our extra sleep, the plastic started to come.loose, so Darryl d e 
cided to stick-up my ice-axe for extra support.

But the position

of the pick, if it fell, was perfect for castrating m e .

Not too long

after this incident, I got up and said, "Let's, get out of here!"
Cold and w e t , we quickly packed up.
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The climb down was slow and uncomfortable with the wind
howling, the rain pelting through our jackets and the vision
limited by the cloud (a typical journal-type line!) Although c o n 
ditions were crappy, our pace was not slowed down.

We eventually

reached Lake Ann to find all the merry little campers had left.
At the lake, we recovered the beer we had stashed and stood there
in the rain drinking our brew.

Darryl kept complaining that we

should take the beer to the car and drink it there.

Kobus and I

rebutted by saying, "We didn't carry it for nothing!"
The group*
Kobus Barnard (We came here to climb!)
Terry Chow (Who's that girl?)
Darryl Hutchins (I think she likes me!!)
*No 'leaders' in this group!

A WEEKEND IN JASPER
Sean Marlyn

Heritage Day Weekend
(A Great Alberta Tradition)
August

When Gerard called and suggested a hiking trip in the Rockies
for the long weekend I was a bit hesitant since I was waiting for
word on my next job.

However, the lure of the mountains and the

assurance that nothing could be done over the long weekend anyway
soon overcame any lingering doubts.

The third member of our party

was Gerard's sister Jacinta, recently returned from a session of
chainsawing the park boundary line, and reputedly possessed of
useful connections within the park Warden Service.
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Having agreed on the trip a plan was hastily drawn up Gerard would leave on an early afternoon bus and meet his sister
in Jasper while I would catch a later bus from Edmonton

(after

finishing my business) which was to arrive in Jasper about 1:00 a.m.
We would then take it from there.
Due to the combined intelligence of The Greyhound Bus Company,
who provided one bus for 200 people, and myself, who put my pack
(albeit with bright yellow Alberta baggage tag) on that bus, prob
lems were soon to develop, however.

The promised extra buses

finally arrived about two hours later, and I reached Jasper about
3:00 a.m. to be welcomed by Gerard and Jacinta.

Of the bus which

had m y pack, however, nothing was to be found, and it soon became
apparent that the pack was bound for Kamloops leaving m e to face
the wilderness with only a light sweater and a pocket book.

Numerous

colourful curses regarding the ancestry of the Greyhound bus driver,
and against the company in general, relieved our feelings somewhat,
but left us no nearer to recovering the pack.
Jacinta had decided that we would sleep in the tents a t the
warden compound about 5 miles distant.

So we set off (with the

assurance that I would be kept warm somehow).

It was a fine night

for walking (the rainclouds having cleared) with the moon shining from
behind the Colin range.

By about 5:00 a.m. we had reached the hut

marked 'Explosives' which indicated the entrance to the Warden's
compound, to be greeted by a welcoming committee of about a dozen
horses.

Great luck!

A couple of park employees had taken o f f ,

leaving their sleeping bags.

Our problems temporarily solved we
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settled down to go to sleep - or would have if a curious munching
noise had not intervened.

A quick peek revealed our friends the

horses steadily eating their way in a diminishing circle towards
the tent which contained, contrary to scientific expectation, a
very luscious (from a horse's point of view anyway) crop of grass.
Emergency measures were put into action to block the entrance and
we tried to get to sleep again.

This was not difficult for m e ,

anyway, since an amazing fact soon emerged - Gerard did not snore!
During the summer my sleeping companions (in the much tighter con
fines of my two-man) had included what must be the world's champion
male and female snorers (who shall remain anonymous).
After a couple of hours rest we headed back into Jasper
(Gerard and I hitched and Jacinta rode her bike) to try and retrieve
my pack.

Much to our relief (and surprise) it came in on the after

noon bus from Vancouver.

The day was irretreivably lost for hiking

and our original plan to hike the Skyline Trail (3 days required if
you have to hitch) was now scuttled.

Actually we weren't too dis

appointed since it was pouring with rain and just above freezing.
After some discussion we decided on an overnight hike to the W a t c h tower Basin which also gives access to the scenic middle portion of
the Skyline Trail.

The convention then retired to the Astoria Hotel

Bar to spend the rest of the day quaffing cold beer with some Kayaker
friends of Gerard's and Jacinta's.

In the evening we hitched back

(with some difficulty) to the compound.
The next morning (Sunday), after a quick breakfast (hastened
by the immediate appearance of the horses when the Instant Oats
were opened) we managed to find someone to give us a ride to the start
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of the Watchtower T r a i l , which lies about halfway up the
Holigne Lake Road.

The hike up was quite easy, although rather

damp for front ranges.

We were in no great hurry and after a few

miles we stopped, opened the first of our bottles of w i n e , a n d ,
with a toast to the healthy outdoor life, named the location
'wino corner'.

Further up a good view of the sheer grey wall of

the Colin Range opens up and the trail breaks into a large, pleasant
(though unspectacular for the Rockies) subalpine valley - the
Watchtower Basin, named for the distinctive peak on its south flank.
Having set up camp we decided to head up to Shovel Pass on the
Skyline Trail at the head of the valley.

The source of this name,

according to the Trail Guide, is rather curious.

Apparently two

brothers wished to transport a boat from Haligne Lake to Jasper
during the winter and chose this improbable route over the shoulders
of the Haligne Range.

Finding that their horses were unable to pass

through the deep snowdrifts, they hacked shovels out of the native
timber in one of the valleys below and scratched a trail through
the drifts.
The final pitch up to the pass consists of steep fine grey scree
which looks almost like volcanic ash.

On the way up we passed a

few foraging mountain sheep, and at the crest an astonishing view
of the spine of the Continental Divide and the major peaks of the
range for at least 50 or 60 miles - The Ramparts, Edith Cavell,
Fryatt, Robson ( ? ) , and many lower peaks north of the Yellowhead
were all revealed.

By following the Skyline Trail up to a higher notch

a few miles distant, one can obtain even wider vistas.

The prospect

was unfortunately accompanied by a bitterly cold wind of about
40 m . p . h . which shortened our stay.
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On the way down we decided to head straight down the slopes
which gave a great screeslide (some fresh snowbanks for boot
skiing were also found).

We then contoured above the valley to

take a look a t some lakes we had seen from the pass.
After supper the rest of our wine was brought out and the
proceedings livened up.

The man who was camped next to us with

his wife had unfortunately introduced himself with the remark,
"Hi, my name's Mike, I'm from Guelph."

This seemed to tickle

Gerard and he tried variations on this theme in a very loud voice
while uncomfortable wriggles came from the next tent. (He was
later to regret this when they passed us on the road when we were
hitching back).

A visit from a German cell biologist resulted

in speculations on the state of his Endoplasmic Reticulum and Golgi
Apparatus (after he had left).

Eventually we settled down for

the night.
The next morning a quick descent to the highway was in order.
At the trailhead w e managed to hitch a ride with a warden who was
going to get a bear trap. (He recognized Jacinta).

Once we arrived

in Jasper there was only time for a quick milkshake before Gerard and I
had to catch the bus back to Edmonton ending a memorable weekend of
good companionship, unusual adventure, and even a bit of scenic
interest.
The Three Debauchees:
Gerard Liston
Jacinta Liston
Sean Marlyn

.
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MT. WEART
Randall Woods

Aug. 30-Sept. 1

This trip started out as a planned 5 day return to the
Tantalus Range.

The six of us eventually got out of Vancouver and

rendevouzed at the Squamish R.F. to finish our breakfasts and get
organized.

The first fruits of this organization involved the

loss of two of our party.

Nearly half an hour later, back in

Squamish, we made our second departure in close file up past
Cheekye and down the wrong dirt road where, instead of the crossriver cable, we met a group of locals smoking fish.

After a short

conversation we ended up back on the road and eventually a t the
base of the cable tower.

To our surprise and chagrin, a cable-

block had been installed which put an end to any plans of using the
car.

Close inspection of the block's construction was m a d e for

future consideration by the local toolmakers, and then w e were off
to Wedgemount Lake as an impromptu alternative trip.

By now it was

getting on in the day and it was well past dark by the time everyone
was settled in camp and preparing dinner.

I received a miniature

review lesson in mountain navigation while going down to the lake
for water when a 15-minute fog left m e temporarily disoriented (i.e.
lost).
Morning was overcast but dry, and enlivened by the presence of
a rabbit and family of six ptarmigan.

After breakfast and an hour

of screwing around with crampons and gear, we headed east and north
over rock, snow and ice towards the south ridge of W e a r t .

A bit of

crevasse navigation and tramping over ankle deep snow brought us to
the east ridge, where we unroped and scrambled over occasionally
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teetering boulders to the summit.

There, some time was spent

catching glimpses of various peaks downproofing in an immense lake
of cloud before we picked our way back along the ascent route to
the camp, which was slowly broken as we left in pairs for the trail
out to the cars.

Tantalus smirked as we drove past.

Participants:
Hark Barley
Kathie Houston
Al Knutson

Andy Pacheco
Alison Inglis
Randall Woods (L)

WILLIAMSON LAKE - WELCH/FOLEY
Randall Woods

July 20 - S e p t . 14/15

What was to have been a two day, seven man climb of W e l c h and
Foley Pks. dwindled in the face of bad weather Friday and Saturday
into a dayhike to the hanging lake in the cirque SW of the FoleyWelch col.

The stalwart Mark Barley and I set out at 7:30 a.m.

from Vancouver for the 2-hour drive in clearing weather, and in
three hours of hiking along a trail somewhat resembling the one to
Wedgemount Lake (though more scenic to m y eyes) we reached the
still frozen Williamson Lake under a blue sky and hot sun.

After

conversation with a descending climber just below the lake, I
decided not to try the 3-hour climb of Foley as Mark had neither
an axe nor crampons.

The next couple hours were spent hiking around

the basin for water and lying on the heather gazing at Welch and
the streams tumbling down from the snow above.

To the south, the

North Cascades provided a rugged backdrop for Mts. Rexford, Slesse,
and the Border Peaks.

Afterwards, an easy-going 2-hour hike in

the welcome shade of an o p e n , moss-covered forest brought us down
to the car.

B . View from Williamson Lake Trail.
Photo by Mark Barley.
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Two points a r e worth noting.

First, there is a good dirt road to

Foley Lake past the one on the 50,000:1 scale map.
past the bridge and turn left (north).

Go about 80 meters

Second, the trailhead is

marked by a brown vertical post on the left (north) side of the dirt
road, and when you come to the creek, hike off trail about 100 yards
downstream to a log crossing if the creek is high.

**************
On Sept. 14/15 I got a second chance at Welch and Foley when
Barry Barton took m e up on an invitation to climb in the area.
reached the Williamson Lake

We

in a light drizzle and strong wind

putting up the tent-cum-sail andi.weighting down the guy lines with
a quarter ton of rocks.

T h e next fourteen relatively sleepless hours

in a very hyperactive tent convinced m e to invest in a set of
shock cords.

By 8:00 a.m. we were off to Foley under a made-to-

order sunny sky and fair breeze.

An airy line up t h e south face led

to the SW ridge and-then the summit, which afforded an excellent
view of the southern mountains spreading out from Baker's white
mass.

Next, we ambled over to Welch and on up the rotten east ridge,

evidently not entirely by the class 3 route mentioned in Culbert.
A pleasant hour on the summit in the sun and wind was followed by
a descent (partly on belay) to the first gulley east of the summit
and down it to the snow slope and scree to the lake.

For the

record, I found Foley a more interesting climb than Welch.
you're in second place you try harder.

When

3.

Black Tusk in November by Leon Kalankiewicz
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WEDGEMOUNT LAKE
Mark Barley

Long Week-end Sept. 4th

This was going to be a trip up to Lake Lovelywater for a
weekend of hiking and climbing in the Tantalus Range.

However Randall

decided that everybody should meet at his place at 8:30 a.m. Satur
day.

Due to rough Friday nights we weren't all assembled until

about 10:00 a.m.

Having left Vancouver rather late Randall decided

we would stop at the Tasty-Freeze in Squamish for breakfast (lunch
on my time-table).

At this point I began to suspect that Lake

Lovelywater was o u t , and something like a hike up the back of the
Squamish Chief was in!!!

Arriving at Squamish at about 11:30 a.m.,

Alison and I cruised the main drag for ten minutes until we finally
located the Tasty-Freeze and parked some distance from it.
others had nearly finished

The

theirmeal but didn't hurry us up too much

just went off to adjust their campons.

Having finished our m e a l ,

everybody returned to their cars, so we thought, and we took off
for Brackendale expecting the other cars to be in front of u s .
Got to Brackendale and couldn't see any pulled over cars waiting
for u s .

Wasted another half-hour cruisng the area and then headed

back towards Squamish only to pass the other cars travelling in the
opposite direction.

No room to pull over so we returned to Tasty-

Freeze car park to be met about 10 minutes later by Randall and Al
showing signs of confusion - apparently we had taken off ages
before they were ready to go and had missed them because I assumed
they were in front.
Squamish River.

Anyway we took off in a very tight convoy for

After trying various dirt roads we eventually

parked the cars by a chewed up m u d and rotting wood slide that
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passed for a road.

We walked to the cable car which was supported

by a 30-foot tower.

The car was bolted and locked into position.

Al tried to tightrope walk across the river but got less than
20 feet out before the oscillations on the wire (with a bit of help
from Randall) caused him to come back.

Walking the lower rope

using the upper rope as a guide and safety line is out of the
question as the upper rope is so weak in tension that weight applied
to it causes it to sink by many feet.

The only way to get across

would be to attach the safety sling to the lower rope and hand-over
hand across. (Thick leather gloves, a large carbiner, no packs and
very strong arms required.)

Having seen the problems confronting

us (it was now 3:30 p.m.) we held a conference and decided to scrap
Lake Lovelywater and to try for Wedgemount Lake.
base of the trail at about 5:30 p.m.

We got to the

I was convinced that I couldn't

carry a full pack up 4500 feet before it got dark (8:30 p . m . ) . For
tunately for me I was wrong and we got to the meadows in time for
an excellent sunset, and staggered over the col just as darkness
descended along with what felt like a 30 degree drop in temperature.
Alison promptly dropped her suggestion earlier of going for a dip
in Wedgemount Lake.

Fog and mist swept in and Randall and Al

(who

had arrived half an hour ahead of the rest of us despite earlier
claims that we would all stick together in case we were delayed
in the dark and couldn't find the trail) had already set up the
tents.

Randall got lost in the fog for half an hour on the way

back from getting water from the lake.

He had to use compass

bearings to find his way back to the tent.

Everybody got very cold
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while we prepared a meal and then turned in.
The next day we set off to climb Weart.

Had an uneventful

ascent of the glacier, except that I had to wear crampons as my boots
had about the same coefficient of friction on ice as the surface of
a non-stick frying pan.

Also Andy had an interesting way of

tying knots around people that were supposed to be bowlines but
which slipped exceptionally well.

We made it to the top about 2:00

p.m. and got the usual hero shots.
the view.

Unfortunately the clouds obscured

However the day had been very worthwhile.

That night it poured with rain.
24 hours that d a y ) .

(Vancouver had 2" of rain in

Fortunately for m e , due to a mix-up over the

tents, I had been sent off to the cabin for the night.

However I

got as wet as everybody else tying to descend the vertical mud-slide
which was what the trail turns into when w e t .

After reaching the

cars, tired and soaked, we changed as much clothing as we could and
headed to the Tasty-Freeze to warm up and dry out.
Participants:
Randall Woods (L)
Andy Pacheco
Al Knutson
Hark Barley
Kathy Houston
Alison Inglis
(Plus, two chaps from the hut who joined us in the ascent of
Weart).

ROCK SCHOOL:
Gavin Hainsworth

IN THROUGH THE OUTCROP
Longhike Weekend

As m y first foothold (pardon the pun) in club activities the
Rock School has left many warm and lasting memories.

H y first sur

prise was the large turnout of calm (?) and smiling faces among the
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new climbers.

Outward confidence was equivalent to the inward

nervousness obviously there somewhere.

Having some climbing ex

perience only solved part of the challenge as I needed to keep just
as collected to try to put names to all the unfamiliar faces and
get beyond the "that guy there stage".

It seems somehow appropriate

to be able to thank your belayer by name after it is all over.

The

weather was indecisive and couldn't make up its mind whether to have
mercy on u s , or to sweep us from the clutch moves.
it remained in this foreboding grey state.

Fortunately

I had a chance to try

several new routes in this area (normally hurried by for me) and
tried a couple of rather hairy moves on a climb called the "fist",
leaving a trail of salt deposits that are bound to confound
geologists in the future.

Boots that were shaking with fear earlier

in the day seemed calmer now, only to be kicked into action by foot
shaking of another type as a good time was had by all at the eve
ning festivities.

In search of bad puns I leave no stone unturned.

JOFFRE LAKE HIKE
Duncan Loutit

Longhike Weekend

The Joffre Lakes hike began, predictably, with a late
start, after much confusion and uncertainty resulting from lessthan-inspiring weather and a good deal of shuffling of people from
one hike to another (such a shame to see the previous night's
organization all shot to hell).

We finally assembled adequate

(barely) transportation and set off towards Pemberton sometime
after 11:00 o'clock.

The drive up was long and uneventful, except
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for the group being divided by a freight train, and Randall's
roadside stop to see if we really were lost (actually the parking
log w a s , literally, "just over the next hill").
The weather looked dismal , with a threatening overcast, as
we started up the trail.

A short walk brought us to Lower Joffre

Lake, which was, like most glacial lakes, a brilliant turquoise
colour.

Forty more minutes of easy hiking with a couple of

steepish sections brought us to Middle Joffre Lake, which was an
even more breathtaking colour than the lower one.
A last short, steep section brought the Upper Joffre^
(full points for imagination to whoever named the lakes).

Lake
The

cloud ceiling was just high enough to reveal the glacier which
dominated the scene across the lake, and we caught a few glimpses
of some of the inviting looking peaks above.
As we sat on the rocks by the lake eating lunch, we watched
two climbers descending the side of the glacier.

They appeared

as two barely distinguishable specks against the mass of ice and
snow, giving us a good idea of the immense size of the glacier wh
dwarfed them.
The chilling wind and increasing rain made our lunch stop a
short o n e , and we began a quick descent to the c a r s .

The trail

was getting a touch slippery and muddy in spots, but provided no
real problems (although it might get a bit mucky in a good down
pour) .
The round took four hours and the trail was well-marked and
thoroughly enjoyable.

(The only gruelling part of the trip was

being crammed into Mark's car.)

The trail begins at a large
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parking lot at the side of the Duffy Lake r o a d , about 18 miles past
the town of M t . Currie.
Participants:
Mark Barley
Niels Giddins
Gavin Hainsworth
Ravi Kannan

Leon Kolankiewicz
Duncan Loutit
Vicki Seraphim
Randall Woods (L)
OUTER - SPACE

Geoff Harris

Thanksgiving

It was a cloudless afternoon and I was looking forward to some
good climbing in Leavenworth.

My mind was lost in the high peaks

of the Cascades; forgotten was the drudgery of everyday life.
We ([wight Hawes, ? and myself) arrived at the Circle Creek
campground at dusk and set up the tent.

Seeing that no one else had

arrived as y e t , we went to a bar in Leavenworth.

After being kicked

out, we bought some beer and returned to the campground.

Sometime

later that night Terry arrived with the rest of the team (all nonV.O.C.'ers) with which I was going to climb:

Don, my younger brother;

Tom, my regular climbing partner; and Bill, a friend of T o m ' s .
W e slept until 7:00 the next morning.

The sun was hitting the

trees in the campground, and the air was cool.

Later a t about

9:30 we left for the snowcreek trail and arrived at the base of
the wall a t around 11:00.

After some difficulties in route finding

we third-classed about 3 pitches of rock and traversed to a ledge
below the crux pitch of Outer Space.

Bill lead the first pitch

which involves a 25 foot traverse (5:8-5.9) and Tom followed him.
I lead off the second rope while being belayed by Don.

The major

problem encountered on the climb was lack of organization, as a
result we had some small mishaps which involved the loss of a lot
of time (i.e. hauling packs up the first pitch took about 1/2 hour,
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we climbed with them afterwards).
Another party of three joined us on the first ledge as Don was
leaving.

Because they were starting off so late they tried to hurry

us up the climb, but Tom's not one to be hurried and so after a few
harsh words he left the second stance and lead the next pitch
climbing slowly while savoring each moment on the rock.

Bill had a

little trouble on the next pitch when he lead it and reached a crux
move about 100 feet above his last piece of protection (another 20
minutes lost).

The last two pitches were pure joy.

Imagine a crack

160 feet long and straight as an arrow, followed by a crack almost
as good.
I reached the last stance at about 6:30 and belayed Tom up.
Because dusk was about half an hour away we decided to belay Don
and Bill a t the same time.

Bill started off first followed by

Don followed by the first climber of the other party leading the
pitch followed by the second climber of the second party. (They a s 
sumed they wouldn't fall).

Don somehow managed to reach the stance

before Bill and then after we were all up, we walked the few remaining
steps to the summit.
It was dark now.

The other group of climbers who knew the

descent route and had a headlamp, were just leaving.

We followed

them down as far as we could but in the darkness it was not possible
to know exactly what was below each step, and we were invariably
left behind.
We stopped awhile debating whether or not to bivi and decided
to continue down.

After another few hours of "bush wacking" a c 

ross sand covered slab, we stopped and gave up to the. inevitable.
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The long wait for morning began beneath a blanket of stars,
which turned to rain sometime during the night.
The morning greeted us with mist but the rain had stopped.
We ate some rye bread left over from the day before and started
off down the now obvious descent route just a few feet away from
our "bivi tree".

The parking lot was reached at 9:00 and five

minutes later Terry drove by and took us back to camp where the rest
of the group was slowly recovering from their hangovers.
Team:
Geoff Harris
Don Harris

Tom Hamilton
Bill Herdman

GLACIER SCHOOL
Oct. 18-19
Everyone who went to the glacier school has been asked to write
a short bit of prose concerning their impressions of the week-end.
(I guess they got lost-ed.)
figure prominently.

I expect the trail up and back will

My guilt feelings about dragging people up the

trail with full packs are somewhat softened by the fact that such
are the cruel facts of a climber's life.

Tho' things did not flow

along quite as expected, they went well enough for the school
to be judged a success.

And people had a good time.

(Hot lime

jello and rum for a nightcap?)
RW
What we d i d :
Tuesday evening:

knots, equipment talks (crampon d e m o ) , tying
harnesses and prussics, tents and rides arranged.
7:00 a.m. Saturday: Left Vancouver, m e t at Whistler Husky staion.
3:00 p.m.: Having set up camp at Wedgemount Lake and eaten, we hiked
over to Glacier, roped up (eventually!), walked up a w a y s ,
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donned crampons, walked up to and inspected some large
crevasses, had ice screw placement demo, and went back
for supper.
7:00 a.m. Sunday: Out of sack and gone by 8:00 a.m. to glacier,
where we again roped up (with crampons) and went to a 25°
ice slope due east of lake on Weart S. Ridge route.
There we practised kicking steps and following in them
properly, cutting steps, self arresting from all positions,
stopping enthusiastic fallers with dynamite belays from
ice screws. Then we found a good 25' ice face to prussic
up and also demonstrate the I pulley system of cravasse
rescue. Lastly, back.to camp by 4:00 p.m. and to c a r s ,
Squamish Burger Baron, Vancouver.

HOW NOT TO PRUSSIK OUT O F A CREVASSE
OR
(NOTES ON THE ANNUAL V.O.C. GLACIER SCHOOL)
Sherry Caditz
Many of my mouhtaineering-type friends had been trying to
convince me that being able to extract one's ownself out of a cre
vasse

is a very practical skill to know, especially if running

across glaciers is your idea of a good time.

I therefore resigned

myself to prussiking out of a crevasse sometimes(hopefully when it
wasn't essential) considering it in the same catagory as an "on
your back - head first" self

arrest.

A thoroughly unappealing but

necessary evil.
My first experience with prussiking came the week before the
glacier school.

After Randall showed us a few knots and rope

tricks (it went on for 3 hours) anyone who wanted could try
prussiking up the side of the cage.
learn a couple of things.

It wasn't too hard and I did

First, clogs are not the proper footwear

for this sort of activity and second, it's not very comfortable
to do in bare feet.

An obvious solution was to trade shoes - which
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left Randall wearing m y clogs - which was quite amusing, and
laughing so hard did make prussiking more of a challenge.
But I was warned that was nothing compared to prussiking out
of a real crevasse.
The school was held at Wedgemount Glacier, and most
of Saturday was spent grunting up to the lake.

After setting

up camp we did get over to the glacier and we practiced
roping u p , putting on our crampons and wandering around on the
ice till evening.

Back at camp Paul Phillips supplied enter

tainment by blowing up his stove.
The next morning we were back up the glacier, roped up and
meandering our way through the crevasses till we came to a snow
slope where we practiced self arrests and dynamic belays.

A

self arrest is when you hurl yourself from a variety of starting
positions (including the dreaded backwards - head first) down
a slope of suitable steepness and speed until you stop yourself
with your ice axe.

A dynamic belay is when you hurl yourself

down the slope, only this time attached to a r o p e , and your
partner stops you by gradually stopping the rope.

We all roped

up again and wandered back down the glacier. (The theory behind
all this roping and unroping was supposedly to increase our
efficiency.

Well, that's the theory anyway.)

We found a nice little crevasse - one we could walk out of
if necessary, and set up a couple of ropes for people to prussik
up.

Soon it was m y turn and right from the start, things went

wrong.

It took m e ten munutes to figure out that I attached m y
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prussiks so the knots would catch
tried to m o v e up the rope.
serious.

on my harness every time I

The next problem was a little more

I adjusted the knots so they wouldn't catch, but I

couldn't reach the knot while standing in the prussiks.
were just too long by a couple of feet.

They

By this time I'd been

down in the bottom of this crevasse for about a half hour with
water dropping on my head and down my arms.

Mike Brett had been•

belaying m e the whole time although I hadn't left the ground and
we were all tired of it.

I decided I had enough experience trying

to prussik out of the crevasse and thoroughly agreed that prus
siking would be a miserable affair if you ever needed to do it,
which was the object of the lesson, and walked out.
being if you ever stumble

The moral

into a crevasse it's hilpful to have

found one that you can walk out of if your prussiks are too long.
Maybe next year I'll try again.

Glacier School

Participants:
Sandy Lovering
Phyllis Mallett
Sean Marlyn
Rebecca Robertson
Paul Phillips
Chris Stec
Randall Woods (L)

Roger' Bendle
Mike Brett
Sherry Caditz
Robert Cameron
Steve Geyer
Hugh Hudson
Craig Irwin

MT. SEDGEWICK WORKHIKE
Gavin Hainsworth

November 8-9, 1980

After experiencing the shock of sailing straight toward
the Wood Fibre eye and nasal sore rather than running quickly
away from it on the other side of the inlet, I found this to
be the unlikely doorway to that lovely and distant Tantalus
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Range.

The area owes much of its tranquility to the presence

of that plant which I am sure has beaten off other uninformed
souls like m e .

The hike to the cabin was short, but was remini

scent of hiking a sluss gate or chasing salmon in the Capilano.
After reviving from the shock of discovering that this had be
come a designated workhike and that the climbing gear in the
bottom of m y pack would not be needed for trail cutting I
managed to enjoy myself anyways.

Working in the rain of the

November 8th weekend we were able to cut back the trail from
the dam to the line, and flogged our way to Silvia Lake before
the rain turned to snow that fell right through the weekend.
Darkness fell quickly and the hot coffee and rye and warm con
versation waiting for us in the cabin of the lone dam supervisor
were well appreciated.

Fortified we braved the slushy stope down

the the other cabin carrying the tools

through the pitch blacknes

We arrived and set up the stove for warm munchies and a cozy eve
ning.

Next day work was concentrated around the cabins i n 

cluding such jobs as chopping w o o d , securing the chimney with
guy lines and making pots and pots of Earl Grey tea ("keep the
priorities straight").

Added entertainment came long in the

form of forty-five North-Shore Hikers struggling up the "salmon
ladder" arguing about leadership and bitching about the weather
and almost anything else at hand.
We left around 5:00 but missed the ferry we wanted because
of road work on the access road we had taken the car up.
bided our time in the cafeteria at Woodfibre.

We

This area seems
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a natural one for winter trips as its isolation and location
make a good base for trips inland.

Cabins (if kept in good

order) are available at the lake and down the trail at Boulder
Creek.

The supervisor is an amiable person who is happy to

receive visitors at his lake hideaway.

Partial road acess

can be obtained by phoning the public affairs manager at the
plant.

Don't be put off by the first "no" as everything seems to

depend on a right time and place quirk of chance.

It's all

there for the asling.
Participants:
Dave Francis (L)

Trevor Boyd

Bev HcLeod

Gavin Ha'insworth

NORTH GULLY O F THE CHIEF
Sherry Caditz

December

Looking for a half day scramble?
the Chief.

Try the North Gully of

It's a great way to spend the day when its too cold

and wet to do any serious rock climbs and yet there's no snow
for skiing.

And if the gully's a bit w e t , well that's the way

gullies are.
John Rollins and I went for it one beautiful fall day in the
middle of December while everyone else was cramming for their
Christmas exams.

We had our typical start.

Supposedly there is

a trail leading to the base of the gully, but since it never ap
peared we thrashed our way up through the ferns and devils club,
and were at the rock by 12:00 noon.

The gully itself is a
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pleasant scramble.

There's four chockstones to skirt around,

and I didn't mind having a rope along for the second two.

The

last chockstone looks like a giant battleship that had been blown
off course and gone aground at the top of the gully.

But you

can sneak around the back of it without too much problem.

The

only difficult part is at the very top where the rock is to
rotten that all holds come away in your hand.

I bridged up

it, figuring it would be okay as long as I could just push out
on the sides.

John made his escape by climbing a tree.

And then

we were at. the top.
We were very careful to follow the trail down since we had
tried stumbling down in the dark off trail the last time.

No

mishaps and we were having coffee at the Klahani before dark.

WINTER 1980-81

FORBIDDEN!
(An original story by K. W.)
It was a dark and stormy night - a typical night for a VOC
Xmas trip (or VOC Hallowe'en Party), a trip which would change the
lives of 13 meek and mil(h VOC'ers by taking them on an e x t r a 
ordinary adventure beyond their wildest dreams.
It all began one mundane Wednesday noon hour when the local
archivist dared us to sign up for a 4-day rugged expedition to
Forbidden Plateau, a vast isolated untamed snowy wasteland rising
high above the savage wilderness and Courtenay, B.C. and still
presently unexplored by the National Geographic Society.

Emotionally,
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Dawn's voice rang out, "Let's show those Yoho Yahoos, McGillvary
Mothers, and Egypt Lake Lily-livers what kind of intestinal

stuff

we're made of!"
Thus on Dec. 20, we set forth with our admiring sherpas who
were loaded down with wilderness duffel bags and matching Samsonites.

You never saw such an

awesome and inspiring procession!

Reaching a foreign stop called Cheval Soulier Bay, we portaged
with our vertebrae-breaking 10 Tb. packs onto a dilapidated
vessel filled with exotic and foreign travellers.
The vessel weaved and sputtered through the tossing waves
of the dire straits of Georgia and after an eternity, shuddered
into a primitive village called Na Nai Mo where we had to appease
the natives with Made In Vancouver Bathtubs in order to be allowed
safely through it.

They gave us the son (Don) of their local

Chieftain as a symbol of goodwill

(it was Xmas time).

We doggedly continued with determination towards our ShangriLa.

As w e plodded over the chainbusting tracks on our Plymouth

m u l e s , an unvoiced fear began to slowly grow in our miniscule
cranial matters.

We dared not say it out loud for fear of

tempting the demon gods although the thought kep growing yeastily.
Ah!

At last we reached Base Camp 1.

As we stepped g i n 

gerly out of our Plymouths, our fear quickly became a nightmare
reality.

Oh my sainted rhino's rump!

rooms with pink soaps!

Bravely

There were no flush w a s h 

we took off the pained expressions

from our faces, stoutly mutteced the VOC motto repeatedly, and
vowed that next year we would join the UBC Ballroom Dancing Club.
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The first night we ate a typical wilderness starvation re
past of Kathy's lasagna and Susan's shortbread and then roughed
it on the spring bunkbeds.

Bill and Anders fought a ping pong

duel a t the Lodge over who would keep the fire going to scare
away any wild and unsavoury inhabitants (there was a party of
Americans at the nearby lodge).
Aners slept next to

Manfully with a stiff upper lip,

the fire until it died down in the middle

of the night.
The next day we started our skiing.
The first day of skiing involved crossing treacherous swamps
while fighting our way through a blinding rainstorm which
threatened our very existence.

Roped to one another and wearing

our Foster Grants, we forged from the parking lot, macheted through
the dense and animalistic forest, and then plunged onto the waistdeep meadows.

In our mountain gear of double knit leisure suits

and grandmother knitted touques, we looked like real outdoorsy
types who had stepped off the pages of the M t . Co-op Catalogue.
It was such an exhausting venture that that night we did
not even have the strength to contract our mouth muscles (or bicularis etc.)

So we had Dave C's stuffed turkey and Mori's

apple pies intravenously.

To prevent our wearly minds from

collapsing under the stress of our trip, we decided to do some
stimulating mental activities.

For 2 hours straight, with no

bathroom or food breaks, we played a mind boggling game of
charades using names of songs from Italian operas.

(One clever

member, Dave W . , took only 3 seconds to quess "she wore a
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Yellow Polka Dot Bikini).

Jennie and Bev did a perfect imi

tation of that famous operetta, "Mia Mamma" by Carlotta Cannelloni.
To ensure that our hamstrings and quadriceps did not tighten
into contractures, we did some therapeutic square dancing, the
Hokey Poky, (knees up, Mother Brown in England) and of course,
the Silly-Willy.
The next day the gods smiled on us and we had sunshine for
30 minutes.
etc. etc.

As usual we skiied through a blinding rainstorm
The photographies in our group, Melanie and Dave,

recorded the hardships experienced to send to such world famous
newspapers as the Delta Daily and the Spuzzum Sun.
On the last day, we had our most arduous task.

Gritting

our teeth, we cleaned up the hostel for the next party of dare
devil adventurers.

After wearily packing our damp possessions

into our Samsonite travelling packs, we then surveyed ourselves
with pride.

The trip had definitely changed us from wimpy,

liverly VOC'ers into courageous Winnebago leaders.

Here and

there we could see a bit of a bicep on one member, a tiny pec
toral is major and monor on another and a hint of a gastrocnemius
on another Grizzly Adam member.
Before parting sweetly, we made a solemn pact to attempt an
even more harrowing adventure for the following year - Eddie
volunteered manfully to see if the Cypress Park Lodge could give
us reservations in their licensed quarters for 13 next Christmas.
THE

END

The 13 members who lived to tell this strange but true adventure
are as follows:
Dawn Thomas
Don Williams
Mori MacPherson
Kathy Wong

Anders Ourom

Susan Hollenberg
Melanie Thomas
Bev McCleod
Bin Snslow

Ed Thomas
Dave Wong
Dave Crowe
Jennie
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EGYPT LAKE,
BANFF NATIONAL PARK
Rebecca Robertson and Hike

Christmas

Like several other VOC trips this holiday, the Egypt Lake
journey was plagued with uncertainties.

Only four of the six

people who originally signed up actually made it and even
that required a bit of a miracle.

Christmas week the rain came

down non-stop everywhere (including Banff).

By Boxing Day

evening both the Hope-Princeton and the Fraser Canyon highways
were impassable; two of us were sitting in the Vancouver Bus
Depot, wondering how we could get in touch with the others to
cancel the trip.

(Sean was coming into Banff from Edmonton,

Brian from Kelowna).
Rebecca spotted us at the Depot and the three of us decided
to try the airport.

When we got there we managed to catch an

evening flight to Calgary, where fortunately Rebecca had an old
friend who put us up for the evening.

The next morning we met

Sean a t the Calgary Bus Depot (he had caught the 12:30 p.m.
bus from Edmonton) just in time to buy tickets for the bus to
Banff.
In Banff we discovered that snow conditions were terrible,
whereupon we booked a cheap room (for two, which made it cheaper)
and waited for more snow to fall.

We received various conflicting

weather forecasts but in the evening we obtained one from the
Banff Weather Office which promised some snow overnight (the
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Warden Service has given us such a pessimistic view of weather,
trails, and avalanche conditions that we had almost decided to
cancel the trip again).
The next morning, having changed our route from the Healy
Pass to the Redearth Creek approach we caught a taxi (there was
no bus connection to the trailhead) to the start of the trail,
12 miles west of Banff.
Snow conditions were great for the two of us who had fish
scale bases, but they were terrible for Sean and Rebecca, who
used wax.

They had to stop every few hundred yards to extricate

the wet snow from their skis.
Progress was slow, so slow that we were forced to bivouac
at the Warden's cab-in below Shadow LK.-

Fortunately, Chinook

winds had rendered Banff a Palm Springs of the North - it was
only about -5° Celsius.
The following day, Sunday, was probably the worst o f all
the seven days.

The snow had improved for wax people while life

became harder for those of the fish scale.
pole broke which didn't help - Sean).

(Also Hike's ski

Heavy packs 35-65 lb.

turned what would normally be a minor nuisance into a consider
able problem.

We had counted on reaching Egypt Lake by mid-day

but it was 3:00 p.m. when we reached the cabin, complete exhausted,
having bogged down in heavy snow.

When we arrived we found the

cabin occupied by a group of Calgarians who were occupying them
selves with a game of Pak-Gammon.
The cabin, described as "primitive" by the ski-guide, was
an oasis, it wasn't crowded; the domestic situation was bearable,
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the food plentiful, and we settled down to three days of skiing
in good, alpine conditions.
The people who shared the cabin with us had this big dog
tied to the doorknob of the cabin so that one of the tricks of
the cabin was to avoid hopelessly entangling yourself in the dog's
rope a n d , at the same time, not step in the dog shit.
The next day we got a fairly early start and
towards Natalko Lake.
so.

headed up

The day was colder, but not uncomfortably

We bushwacked up the side of a mountain to get there and had

several lively discussions as to how high we were with respect to
the lake.

The lake was partly surrounded by mountains which had

interesting ice and rock formations.

The wind was very c o l d ,

though, so we ended up huddling in some bushes wearing all the
clothes we had.

We then decided to beat a hasty retreat home

before we froze to death.
That night the cabin got a couple more people in it - one
fellow was a crown lawyer in the NWT, and he followed the court
around the territory.
All our meals had the use of jam, margarine and cheese
heavily stressed.

We had expected more people on the trip as

well as a longer trip, so these items were in abundance.

Actually,

at the time of this writing, which is Mid-February, I still

have

raspberry jam left over from this trip.
The second day in the cabin was gorgeous.

The temperature

was quite c o l d , the sun was out and the snow was finally getting
decent.

We decided to head up to Healy Pass.

This involves
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going up a fairly steep slope of treed a r e a , then it clears off.
At the top we had a long leisurely lunch, it was great sunbathing.
There were also several slopes to ski down on the Sunshine side
o f the pass.

We had to watch, though, because the snow was

windcrust alternating with powder.

We all took snowdives when

an unexpected powder patch caught u s .
The trip down was great.
gating the treed slope though.

We did have a little trouble navi
Sometimes it was sheer prayer

that prevented you from piling into a tree.
That night the cabin was deserted except for one fellow.
it was New Year's Eve we had a nice dinner.

As

Ulli had the bright

idea of having a cheese fondue as nobody was receptive to the
idea of carrying 10 lbs. of cheese o u t .

Sean donated fresh

parsley to the pot and we had a good meal.

For dessert we had,

you guessed it, cheesecake with apricot jamThe next day we had pancakes for breakfast with lots of
jam and butter on them.

The other fellow in the cabin had a good

teflon pan so he was our official pancake flipper.
The day was a laid-back kind of day.
and cleaned up the cabin.

Mike chopped wood

Ulli went out around the cabin - she

went to Egypt Lake and around there.

Sean and I went back up to

Healy Pass and over the back in search of ski slopes.

There

was one that was just excellent - it was a protected slope so
that the snow was powder.

We then went cruising all around skiing

up and down.
Our last evening was spent talking and eating.

There were

two more people in the cabin that night so our group was a little
larger.
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The ski out day was clear and cold so the track was quite
icy.

It was fine except for the severe downhills.

was so icy it really hurt to fall.

Then it

Hike had an awful time.

His fuel tank leaked at one point, then he almost fell in the
creek.

The highlight, though, was when his pack frame broke.

We rigged it up for him to wear so it worked out okay.
so cold, though, to have to stop and rig this up.

It was

The Red Earth

creek trail is a day trip area so ski traffic got heavy.

The

worst parts were the downhills because people snowplowed off
the powder.

You don't get a lot of control on that ice, e s 

pecially trying to avoid kids and rotten skiiers.
sure why people ski there.

I'm not

There's no scenery until you're

about 9 miles in, so day trippers don't even get that far.
There's more scenery along the Banff-Jasper highway!
Anyway, we finally got out.

We then thumbed into Banff,

where Sean caught the bus to Edmonton.

The rest of us killed

time waiting for our bus to Vancouver.

Ulli wanted to buy a

book of the Banff area for a friend so we ended up seeing a
lot of Banff's little stores.

We ended up in the greasy spoon

that the locals hang out in and had the worst food I've tasted
in a long time.

By this time it was time to catch our bus and

we loaded ourselves on it for the 14-hour trip.
All in all we were a lucky bunch to get our trip underway
a n d then have such a good time in there.
The cabin is a decent size - it probably sleeps 24 com
fortably but the eating area is kind of small for that many.
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The stove is a bitch to light.

One group of people were doing

crazy things like throwing white gas on it.

Water is obtained

from snow but really adventuresome people can go to the bottom
of the hill and get some from the creek if it isn't too frozen.
There is wood and an axe up there but I would recommend
bringing a hatchet.

I would also recommend going in by Sunshine

rather than Red Earth if possible.

Red Earth is actually kind

of boring and longer -12 miles v s . 8 miles I believe.
Sunshine does have a long uphill, and a fairly sharp
downhill if you go in that way so the skiiers should be experienced.
Participants:
Sean Marlyn (L)
Rebecca Robertson

Ulli Allesch
Mike
McGILLVERAY

David Robertson

Christmas Trip

The 1980 ski trip to McGillvery Pass can perhaps best
be described as an energetic,

action-packed extravaganza filled

with surprises and sudden twists guaranteed to leave participants
bewildered and unsettled o r , at least, amused.

Heavy rains, the

fatal blow to some other planned trips, left us staggering but,
nevertheless, alive.
Departure occurred December 29 - two days after the scheduled
date - a t about 11:30 a.m.

Two cars left Vancouver, the occupants

of each generally unknown to those in the other, and we m e t in
Hope where familiarization speedily occurred over coffee and scones
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in the Bus Stop Cafe.

For reasons that remain obscure, some

people who had signed up for the trip utterly disappeared in the
few days prior to departure and had to be replaced with any
obliging souls that could be found - and at least one that could
drive, for we were short a car.
people:

W e finally ended up with eight

Jennifer Smith, Mike D o w n , Steve Brown, Pat Martin, and

myself, from the V O C , and Chris Iverson, Karin Boatker and John
Candy who were not.
The drive through the canyon proved long and tedious prt-marily because of highway .repairs but also because of a general
shortage of brake fluid in Mike's car.

That remedied, we

soared on towards Lillooet in Mike's rugged red Volkswagen (with
97,000 miles to its credit) closely pursued by Karin in her Toyota
Corolla with the Ohio plates.

Just who was supreme was unclear

until we hit Hell's Gate, when the demon in Karin surfaced and
she blazed a trail all the way to the Lillooet Hotel Lounge where
we later found her and the rest of the crew sipping hot rums and
watching Fantasy Island.

Dinner in the "dining room" followed

by a brief sojourn in the pub terminated our stay, and we set o u t
for Bralorne a t about 9:00 p.m.
The drive to Bralorne should only have taken two hours, but
in this instance it took sixteen.

We started down the wrong

side of Carpenter Lake but were soon aware that we were not
being followed.

Turning around, we headed back the way we came

in, but there was no sign of our other car.

Carpenter Lake

loomed deep and forboding a t the roadside and our imaginations
ran w i l d .

Then w e saw the lights.

Distinct red and blue lights
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flashing a t the side of the road.
What a relief to discover that the police car was nothing
more than a Christmas tree, mocking us with its winking multi
coloured lights!

We drove back to downtown Lillooet where we

m e t our friends, who had only stopped at a gas station to enquire
the way to Bralorne.

We once again set out, at last on the

right track.
After driving for about an hour, the unmistakable smell of
gasoline reached our nostrils.

A quick visual check left us in

no doubt that the inevitable had occurred.
gas tank.

Karin had a punctured

Gasoline was literally gushing from an inch-diameter

hole in the tank.

A quick emergency conference decided that we

had no alternative but to spend the night where we were.

Sleep

came easy, even with the sound of the occasional rock bouncing
down the scree: above our heads.
On the morning of the 30th we awoke to the sound of a flat
bed truck careening down the higway.

W e flagged it d o w n , al

though that wasn't really necessary, the sight of eight m u l t i 
coloured sleeping bags stretched across the roadside being more
than enough to draw the attention we sought.

"What the hell are

you doing sleeping HERE?" came the inevitable query, but on
hearing of our plight, the truck driver radiod to Lillooet for
a tow.
"That'll be $2.65 a mile," the short, fat and ugly tow truck
driver said "because of adverse road conditions."

W e looked
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around us - no snow or ice in sight, and the only water we could
see was in the lake.

The highway had been spared damage from

the recent rains, and as far as we could tell it was in damn good
condition.

All that was missing was pavement - a fact to which

Karin's gas tank vividly attested - which was n o t , surely, a sign
of adversity around Lillooet, a place normally handling snow and
ice for four months of the year.

But we were the buyers and

he the seller, and w e agreed to his terms.
After Karin's car departed for the repair shop in Lillooet, we
initiated the intricate course of action planned the previous night.
Mike drove Jenny, Johti, Pat and myself to Bralorne and then turned
around to pick up the remainder, who were meanwhile trying to hitch
hike.

The idea was that our half of the group would ski in and have

dinner ready by the time the others arrived - a seemingly reason
able proposition, except that we didn't get rolling till 2:00
and the snow on the trail was rather sparse, making travel
and show.
occasional

p.m.

tedious

By 5:00 p.m., utter blackness had set i n , except for the
star peering through the broken clouds.

After about a half hour of navigating the trail in darkness,
I lapsed into an attitude of numb and indifference, frequently
plowing right through the rocky streams that slithered across
the trail at almost regular intervals, without bothering to r e 
move my skis.

The others followed suit.

believed we were almost there.

We had for sometime

Jenny was the only one who had

travelled this trail before, but it looked strangely unfamiliar
to her under the patchy covering of snow.
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Suddenly from up ahead a scream was heard.
only halfway there!"

"The sign!

We're

Jenny's shout was like a knife stabbing deep,

killing the last flickering, expectant hopes within.

The sign

read, "Private road, no tresspassing," or something to that effect,
and in retrospect probably demarcates a point a little over twothirds of the way there.

We continued our stroll, however, until

we reached an old tin shelter of some sort, where we stopped for
some soup.

When it was determined that we didn't have any (it was

in the others' packs) we made up a pot of hot chocolate which we
used to wash down cheese and crackers.
of sardines.

For dessert we had a can

Nothing like a meal on the trail!

one felt much like moving, so we didn't.

After that, no

After a bit of landscape

modification we bivouacked under the shelter, using corrugated
tin siding for ground sheets.
The other party, meanwhile, had finally hit the trail at
dusk.

Unbeknownst to u s , they arrived a t a point a mere fifteen

minutes from us before setting up camp.
stove, so they munchdd

They had the soup, but no

out on cheese and crackers and other

stimulants; they were relatively content when they finally passed
out under the stars.
The next day was gorgeous.
snowy peaks around u s .

The morning sun sparkled on the

Sun and cloudless skies were to remain

for the duration of our stay (which was now considerably shorter
than origianlly planned).

Nobody was in any great r u s h , so we

didn't get moving until 10:00 a.m.

We got to the cabin at noon,
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closely followed by a "mountain rescue team'! that had come up
from Bralorne on snowmobiles after meeting our other party in
the Bralorne bar.

They were no doubt checking up on us..

Jenny

and I went out on a reconaissance trip up the north side to get
an idea of the territory in case the clouds socked in later o n .
The snow on the valley floor was about three or four feet deep,
and, where it had not been ravaged
and powdery.

by the snowmobiles, was light

It was pretty good along the lower levels of both

sides, with sun and wind crust at higher elevations.
during the days fluctuated between 0° and -5° C.

Temperatures

In short,

conditions once we got to the pass, were surprisingly good.
When we got back to the cabin, the rest of the crew had
arrived.
air.

Roast turkey was in the oven and excitement was in the

Almost everyone was affected by the hazy atmosphere of the

up and coming new year.

Dinner consisted of turkey, scalloped

potatoes, turnip, fresh frozen green beans, stuffing and cranberry
sauce (the brussel sprouts, by popular demand, had been left in
the c a r ) .

Come midnight, a few energetic souls

went for a

tumble in the snow - the wiser ones remained inside, toasting
the New Year in the usual way.
New Year's Day began for us at around n o o n , when we engaged
in a pieps practice before setting off for the other end of the
pass.

With no particular destination in m i n d , we began traversing

up the north side and parked ourselves for lunch the moment we
reached the sunshine.

Pat and Jenny then boogied off towards the

shelf below the McGillveray peak, Pat anxious to drive his new
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trowels down his first real downhill run of the trip.

The rest

of us zig-zagged up and down the slope heading back towards the
cabin, Karin - the indusputable, untrashable telemark queen disgusting us all with her awesome technique.

Dinner that night

was a creation of Mike's offhandedly called glop, but on closer
analysis could be construed as onion stew.

This was followed by

a sing-along, in which Jenny dazzled us with her dexterity on the
guitar, to which our singing did no justice a t all.

Chris was

the exception as she sang a couple of lewd, enticing songs and
then shot anybody that made advances.
The next day, January 2, we skiied up the south side of
the saddle where we had our lunch of turkey sandwiches
skiing down the opposite side, soaking in the rays.

before

It was a t

this point when I discovered that the thirty-six pictures I had
just finished taking had all wound up on the same frame.

Undaunted,

I packed up my camera and quietly ignored it for the rest of the
day.

We then traversed part of Telegraph Ridge, but headed down

as soon as we could because the severe suncrust was all but im
possible to ski safely.

The route we selected through the trees

was steep, but we all made it, the only casualty being my left
ski-pole.
The next morning we had planned to bag McGillvera-y; but Chris
and Karin had term papers to write and, dammit, they were going to
write them.

Mike was ready for some hard-core philosophizing so

he, too, was going to stay behind.

Steve decided to stick to the
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lower levels and perfect his downhill technique, and Pat remained
in bed, unresponsive to all stimuli.
Undeterred, Jenny, John and I set out on our own.

W e were

startled briefly by some fresh grizzly tracks a mere 500 ft. or
so from the cabin, but the beast responsible was nowhere in sight
and we continued unmolested.

We ditched our skis at the base of

the eastern ridge and scrambled up towards the peak.

Humungous

snowdrifts prevented us from reaching the summit; however, we
were still rewarded by a magnificant view of Black Tusk in the
distance, a n d , beyond that, the ocean.

To the northeast, Ariderson

Lake was obscured by cloud which, from our position, resembled
ground fog.

We were to discover later that Bralorne and Lillooet

experienced overcast skies while we were enjoying uninterrupted
blue sky and sunshine.
On the way back to the cabin we met the others who h a d ,
not surprisingly, rejected pen and paper for more energetic
activity - grizzly hunting.

Unfortunately, their efforts failed

and we were forced to resort to spaghetti and a variant of tomato
sauce for our evening dose of sustenance.

Dessert was m o i s t 'n

easy without icing, followed by a bit of what had by this time
come to be known as "cracker-action."

Entertainment that evening

consisted of grammar exercises, courtesy of Steve.

The result was

"The Legend of Bear Mountain," which survives to this very day for
those who are interested enough to find it in the hut journal.
The ski-out on Sunday occurred without any major catastrophe.
None of us were gutsy enough to take the initial steep switchbacks
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on skis, but we managed quite well on foot.

Karin, Chris and

John caught a ride to Bralorne with a trapper (they were his
only catch that d a y ) , and the rest of us set out in Hike's car.
To our exquisite delight, Karin's car was ready at the Lillooet
Garage, on a Sunday no less.

$175.00 and a few recuperative cups

of coffee later, we were on the road to Vancouver.
Participants:
Jenny Smith (L)
David Robertson
Mike Down
Steve Brown

Pat Hartin
Chris Iverson
Karin Boatker
John Candy

MOUNT REXFORD
Terry Chow

December 28-30

Hount Rexford was a t i p I dreamed up after our Christmas
r

trip to Yoho was literally "washed out".
I had been dreaming of powder and beautiful skiing all
through exams.

After seeing the conditions in Hope on Boxing

Day (both highways #1 and #5 washed out) and hearing further un
inspiring weather reports in Vancouver, I decided to forget skiing
and go climbing.

So I phoned up a few people who mentioned to me

before that they were interested in any type of trip.
So that Monday morning, Sherry, Jon and I headed for Chilliwack
Valley in Sherry's little Honda Civic.

It always amazes m e how

much equipment can be squashed into a Civic.

The weather that morning

looked promising, so we were confident that our plans would work out.
We were hoping to climb M t . Rexford on Monday and W e l c h , and Foley,
on Tuesday and Wednesday.

Our plans quickly changed when we saw the
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conditions of the logging road that leads to the trail head.

A

kilometer up the road, the Chilliwack River had washed a good portion
out.

So we parked the Civic on high ground (hoping to-find it when

we returned) and unpacked.

We bushwhacked around the obstruction

only to find further up the road that both the bridges had been
washed away.

The first bridge was still intact, although it had

been dropped two feet below the level of the road.
stream had to be waded.

It was bloody cold but we really didn't

mind it as the sun was now o u t .
after the crossing.

The second

I continued hiking in my shorts

What a lousy winter!

Sherry was hiking in

wool pants a t the time and was just cooking.

W e eventually reached

the trail head by four o'clock and decided to camp there and climb
Rexford the next day.
The trail to Rexford was in good condition and well marked.
W e had set a good pace and were able to maintain i t , but at the
first major creek Jon derived a migraine headache, the first in
four years he said.
us.

I gave him some anacin and he continued up with

At around 5000 f t . we encountered snow which was fairly dense

and hard, but icy, so the climbing was fairly smooth and easy.
W e reached the north ridge, finding a cornice on the other
side.

By, this time, Jon was feeling really lousy, so w e decided

in lieu of his condition, that the weather was deteriorating, and
that we had no ice climbing
bottom.

hardware that we return to the

After leaving the snow, Jon started making moaning sounds^

which he claimed helped his migraine (???).
to carry Joh's pack the rest of the way.
fine when we reached the bottom.

So Sherry volunteered

Strangely enough he was
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It was four o'clock and raining when we reached the bottom.
We were in no rush to go home, so we decided to stay an extra
night.

The evening was spent eating, eating, and eating, with the

occasional slug fight in sleeping bags with Sherry.
The hike out the next morning was faster than the hike in,
since the level of the river had gone down.

I ended up driving

the Civic home, since Sherry had cracked one of her contact lenses.
That car is funny, the steering wheel shakes like crazy at 50 m p h .
Victims:
Sherry Caditz

Jon Rollins

Terry Chow

WEDGE (SOUTH-WEST FACE)
Geoff Harris

Jan. 2-3, 1981.

The day after New Year's found my brother Don, and I sipping
tea in the relative comfort of the A . C . C . hut at Whistler while
Kobus was hurriedly mounting a new set of bindings on his skis.
The temperature was -1° Celsius outside and the sky was clear.
At about 10:30 we arrived at the logging road for the Wedge
trail to find the bridge dropped about four feet at one e n d .
We got our gear ready arid started up the logging road.

An hour

later we reached the official parking lot (still no snow) and
continued along the trail arriving at the hut at about 6:30.

The

stars shone brightly that night giving us the ultimate high.

It

was hard to believe that less than a week before a few friends
had b i V i e d

in the rain because they couldn't see the cabin only

300 feet away.
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The morning (5:00) greeted us with still starry skies and
a wisp of cloud on the westernmost horizon.

We left the hut a t

the first sign of light and made our way over the rocks to the
frozen lake.

Gliding quietly through the powder on the lake we

quickly reached the other side where Don and I began traversing
the slope beside the ice fall while Kobus put on his skins.

One

desperate moment when I skied onto some hidden water ice (self
arrest with ski poles?!) and a hanging traverse with ice a x e ,
ski pole-ice dagger.

We reached the flat of the glacier about

the same time as Kobus and roped up to cross it.

We reached the

saddle that separates the back half of Wedge from the glacier
and began the first serious cross country downhilling Don and
I had ever done.

Ski in straight traversing line and try to

snowplow in 6 inches of heavy powder, fall down.
posite way, fall down and break ski tip.
Kobus to teach telemarking.

Traverse op

Put on spare tip.

Do one or two successful t u r n s .

Get
Reach

bottom of hill, in more or less one piece.
We climbed the steep ridge that leads to the S.W. face (Ko
bus skied).

We left bur skis below the face as climbing the rocks

appeared more inviting than skiing ice.

A while later w e reached

the summit (it was 2:20), had lunch and took a few pictures (hero
shots).

The sun was still shining brightly and the clouds in the

west were still keeping their distance.
A Wild 5 minute glissade brought us back down the 2000 feet
to our skis.

Kobus and T found a small bowl to ski in while Don

walked back down the ridge.

I was definitely getting better at
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turning but on one turn, that's ail it takes, I lost a ski (no
safety straps) down the hill.
and Don back below the saddle.

I retrieved the ski and m e t Kobus
When we arrived at the glacier

it was dark and so we began the descent by head lamp (or a t
least I d i d , Kobus had a dim flashlight and Don didn't even have
one).
While following our old ski tracks my ski once again decided
to check out the bottom of the hill.
to descend from where I found it.

I retrieved it and we began

Soon we were running into

crevasses and decided to go back to our old tracks.

many

A half an

hour later we were back on track and using a little ingenuity,
developed a technique for descent.

Kobus would ski ahead several

hundred meters, holding his flashlight in his m o u t h , and Don and
I would sit on the tails of our skis and shuss straight to where
he stopped.

In this manner we reached the cabin at about 7:00.

Because we immediately devoured our remaining f o o d , we
decided to go home that night as an alternative to starving,
and so at 9:00 we left the cabin.

Don and I discovered the steep

slope behind the hut while Kobus

discovered why you don't telemark

in the

dark.

We arrived at the car at 1:00 a.m. and drove back to Vancouver
in the rain.
Participants:
Kobus Barnard

Don Harris

Geoff Harris

102.
DESPERATION OR DESOLATION?

The day was bleak and grey and overly endowed with moist
precipitation, just the weather to bring VOC'ers out in droves.
As we awoke, bright and cheery at 6:00 a.m on Sunday morning,
one and all paid the requisite trip to the nearest window to see
if we would be able to work on that'rugged outdoors campus image
that only Vancouver's liquid sunshine can bestow.

Unfortunately,

it was too dark to see anything (a fact' that lulled several mem
bers right back to sleep).

However, the dedicated leaders, true

to their sense of duty, decided to review the day's plans.

One,

a venerable and grizzled VOC veteran of years too numerous to
m e n t i o n , opted out.

The rest decided that wallowing around in

the fog up Hollyburn mountain would not provide photographable
memories, so which much careful consideration they decided to
attempt Lighthouse Park!
Honoured were the few who were chosen to place wake-up calls
to the entire floors of University Residences.

Oh well, those

conscientious students should have been up by 7:00 a.m. anyway,
so that Monday morning would not come as such a rude awakening.
Such was not the case, we were to find, as the party-weary voices
of our chums came over the line after ten rings.

As these chickens

chickened o u t , one by one (they didn't even look out the windows!),
we rejoiced, for now there were no beginners to contend w i t h .
After going back to sleep for three hours our party of four
finally m e t and set out for the challenge of this desolate spot.
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Before we even had time to catch 40 winks, we were there.
We readied our gear (although some suggested leaving packs behind),
and strapped on our hiking boots (although those same fools sug
gested flippers instead).

Many suppressed a gasp as w e spied a

sign warning us to beware of cougar, bear and other such flora
and fauna, but the strapping young men amongst us elected to
break the bush.
It was hard to choose between the three ominous looking
trails (once you ignored the fact that you could see the
destination -(all the same place)- and the fact that two were
paved), but we decided to go for the peak experience.
After a steady, silent vigil amid the sound of heavy
breathing, raindrops and what we all thought was the mating call
of a cougar, we reached the top in 10 minutes.

Gently lapping

waves could be seen just below, and the spray from the more
fearsome ones wetted one's brow.

We gazed, spellbound, into the

mysterious unknown of the clouds, resisting the temptation to
throw off our packs and peel off our drenched clothes after that
tremendous exertion.

Neither did we dive into the refreshing

waters of Georgia Strait as the streams of terrestial-bound water
dribbled down our necks.

One bright lad suggested naming it

"Lighthouse Park Peak" in honor of the V.O.C. but the others
assured him that it was no more than a pimple in the face of man
and he decided to quell his desire for infamy.
W e stood and shivered and those with more energy wriggled
their toes;

when l o , the clouds parted and what should appear
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but the revered towers of U.B.C.

Instinctively, we turned the

other way and began the descent, in silent homage.
Reunited at the origin (yes, the car was still t h e r e ! ) , we
found more delights along the next path.

Rock climbing was in

store as we spied a 1.2 granite boulder directly in front of u s .
Adhering to the V.O.C. tradition o f u p , up and away (or some
thing to that effect), we suppressed nervous laughter and one
by one attempted the face (which w e couldn't find because it
was spherical).

Unbeknownst to u s , great, hulking clumps of

moss were lurking in the cracks.

Even Vibram souls could not

eonquer that sileht green menace. Oh well, it provided the
requisite bumps and bruises to nurse during class the next day.
After an hour or s o , the prospect of food began to haunt
one and all.
back.

Suffused with new found energy we made our way

Passing only a'man and a beast (he smiled and we ignored

him - the sign didn't mention the man and warned one to keep
beasts out of the park), we arrived back in record time.
As we travelled the lonely road home, dreaming of homework
and a well-deserved ice cream cone, the omnipotent leader swore
one and all to secrecy. Never would tales of this transcendental
experience pass our lips.
...All right, who was the wise guy?!

One rainy, miserable Jan. 18/81
Bill Anslow
Sean Marlyn
Don Williams

Lighthouse Park
Kathy Wong
Susan Kollenberg
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BLACK TUSK - MICROWAVE TOWERS
Kobus Barnard

Jan. 31/81

This was a pretty good ski trip.

The weather in the

valley wasn't that great but the Microwave Towers were above
the clouds and consequently the view on top was fantastic.

It

took quite a while to get to the towers because we had to ski
about 8 miles (the road to the towers is about 11 miles long).
We took a couple of runs on the slope near the Tusk.
unbroken powder made these most enjoyable.

A foot of

The ski d o w n , in

spite of fog and darkness, was pretty good too.
Particpants:

Kobus Barnard

Peter Benner

Alyson Maclnnes

DIAMOND HEAD
Sean Marlyn

February 1, 1981

Having overcome some initial difficulties in finding
vehicles the trip set off on an overcast Sunday morning.

The

road to Diamond Head was in good shape and Al was able to make
it all the way up to the top without chains, where we were pleased
to find enough snow to start skiing.

While we waited for Phyllis

to arrive (she had apparently twisted a chain around her a x T e ) ,
Jay's Toyota Land Cruiser pulled up and discharged four bodies
including a rather dilapidated looking one, which proved, on
closer inspection, to be that of Paul Phillips (a victim of Satur
day partying, he had reportedly puked several times on the way up).
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Finally, we got started and climbed into a curious cloud
formation whose base lay in a horizontal line for many miles
across the shoulders of the Tantalus Range across the valley.
As we continued to climb we broke through the clouds and the
summits of Garibaldi, Sky Pilot, and the Tantalus Range were all
revealed, suspended above a flat, grey sea of cloud, while minor
peaks poked through the surface like small islands.

A second

surprise was the marvellous snow, which probably seemed better
because of our low expectations.

We spent several hours tracking

out all the avalanche slopes near the viewpoint.

Rein impressed

us with his incredibly good telemark turns, and only a few of us
managed to make it as far as the summit of Paul Ridge with its
wider views (certainly there was good reason to stop and stare).
Late in the afternoon we made an excellent run down to the
parking lot (albeit with a few rocks near the bottom).

A sunbeam

illuminated the head of Howe Sound and the peaks at the end of
the Mamquam Valley came into view as we reached the parking lot,
topping off a fine day of skiing.
Participants:
Sean Marlyn (L)
Al Knutson
Phyllis Mallet
Ulli Allesch
Audrey Pearson

Noel Delahunt
Jay Page
Rein Raudsepp
Paul Phillips
David Westergaard
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SPECIAL

FEATURES

GOODBYE PARSON
Randall woods
Last year's VOCJ contained the words to a poem carved in
a tree nearly a century ago and preserved in a shelter by the
Pasayten River north of the Canada - USA border.

I have been

informed that the remains of the tree now reside in a museum in
a town south of the border.
There's lots of room in B . C . , maybe we could carve M t .
Rushmore into tiny blocks...

CABIN REPORT - 1980
Trevor Boyd
Intensive VOC lobbying has paid off.

Late last school

year a student body referendum granted 30,000 dollars to VOC
from the AMS in compensation for the loss of the Whistler Cabin.
The fall was spent deciding on possible future sites for mountain
huts and preparing a building expenses budget for the A M S .

Al

though the money has been approved by student vote we have not
actually recieVed anything y e t .
The Cabin Committee has decided to use the money (when we
get hold of it) to:
1.

Build a hut on the Squamish-Cheakamus divide west of
Brew Lake.

2.

Rebuild the Star Cabin in McGillivary Pass in cooperation
with the A.C.C.

Attempts are now being made to get

government leases for both these sites.
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It seems that the days of just tramping into the wilderness
and building the thing are over.

That's the easiest part!

Anyway, many thanks to the Cabin Committee for their a c 
complishments so far.

Also special thanks to Vicki Seraphim for

donating her professional typing services.

Depending on our

ability to cut through the various levels of A.M.S. and Provincial
Government bureaucracy it is hoped (perhaps optimistically) that
we will have the Brew Mtn. hut up before the end of 1981.

If

anyone (especially grad members) has any questions or suggestions
please feel free to contact the club's Projects Foreman or President.
Cabin Committee:
Trevor Boyd (Chairman)
Jenny Smith
Sean Marlyn
Diane Truelove

Nigel Banks
Paul Phillips
Bob Emery
Bruce Blackwell

4.The Inside Passage - north of Bella Bella
by Leon Kalankiewicz

I
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MY MASTER'S THESIS
Leon Kolankiewicz

Author's Note:
The VOC has claimed the career of more than
one dedicated graduate student. (Undedicated graduate students
fare even worse!) I myself narrowly escaped the Call of the Wild,
and the unspeakable fate that awaits flunkies and failures. In
appreciation of all those VOC'ers who have encouraged m e so untiringly
throughout the last four years of ceaseless toil, I reprint my thesis
below in its entirety.
Title:

THE VARIATION O F BULLSHIT AMONG ROX STARS IN SOUTHERN
BRITISH COLUMBIA
A Thesis in Partial Fulfillment of
The Requirements for the Degree of
Master of Science
in
The Faculty of Graduate Studies

THE SCHOOL O F COMMUNITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING

Abstract:

This is an abstract thesis.

Acknowledgements: C. Bungi provided oontinual inspiration.
The invaluable assistance of V. Seraphim and B. Claus is grate
fully acknowledged. "I couldn't have done it without them."

CHAPTER 1.
LEON'S THESIS
1.1

First Chapter
My thesis deals with planning.

subject.

I like it a lot.

Planning is a very interesting

Also my advisor is a very nice m a n .

My thesis has taken a long time to right.

I have ritten many

chapters more than once.
I hope you have enjoyed reading my thesis.
This is the end.

Good night.
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LIFE IN T H E BUSH I I I
THIRD ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT O F THE KLANK'S KORNER KINSMEN

(KKK)

Leon Kolankiewicz
Life in UBC's bush went on for long-term residents, tran
sients, and visitors this past year.

Population increased from

9 to 16, which though down from official demographic projections
of 81 (see VOCJ XXII), was a significant increase nonetheless.
Number of residential dwellings increased from 1 to 4.

Settlers

endured an invasion of love-starved slugs over the wet summer
of '80.

The solution was simply to direct them over to love-

starved Master Phillips, and allow the animals to engage in
their slimy pastimes of oral lubrication and mastication.
In January, 1981, the Klank's Korner Anti-Defamation League
sent the following letter to the editors of The Ub.yssey protesting
their continued ridicule and mis-representation of our alternative
1i festyle:
Dear Editor:
We got sick of all the bullshit in this bitchy rag about
the hardships endured by the homeless, suffering students.

With

all the hype and shrill cries of "injustice," you'd think people
were dying of starvation in the streets and being kicked out of
the way by impatient,heartless

pedestrians.

Really now, folks, isn't it a sign of how flabby this society
and this generation have become that we can moan so loudly about a
problem that can and should be relatively inconsequential?

Is

having to crash on a friend's floor, work part-time to support a
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rip-off room, sleep in a v a n , or (oh Gawd!) snooze in a sleeping
bag in the great outdoors really so painful?

For those who be

lieve so - who think the housing shortage (real as it is) is a
major failing on the part of society - may we suggest a visit to
parts of Asia, Africa, South and Latin America to refresh your
tiny minds as to what real suffering and deprivation are.
One would hope that most university students ("our

best and

our brightest") wouldn't be so damn narrow-minded and conventional
when it comes to solving the basic problem of shelter.

From

reading the Ubyssey's hysterical rantings, you'd think we were all
enfeebled geriatric patients or helpless babes.

Delightfully

simple solutions can avail themselves to opened mirtds.

Each Of

u s , for example, discovered one humble yet hallowed home that
was close to school, hassle-free (no landlords or roomies to
bother w i s h ) , and universally endowed with lands and greenery.
Nice, eh?
favourably?

A t monthly rents of $000, it was cheap, too.

Compare

Open your eyes and ye too shall find what ye seek

for now in vain.
"...it is said people squat in tents and hollow trees on
the UBC and SFU endowment lands, braving even now the winter cold
and rain."

(The Ubyssey, Nov. 28, 1980).

"Squat" indeed!

Like

anybody anywhere, we sit, stand, lie, and lay, but none of us have
ever "squatted" yet, except in performing universal bodily functions.
How undignified!

Again, "braving the rain and cold does not r e 

quire undue bravery when inside dry tents and trunks and sleeping
bags.
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One last word:

From looking at the current flock of sheep

filing through UBC - so demanding of matters of self-interest
and so apathetic about things that really matter - we daresay
that future generations will face far worse atrocities than a
tight housing market when this generation takes charge.

Aloha.

Stanley Park
Santa Claus
Johnny Eagle-Feather
Ichabod Crane
The Hairy Monster
The Vancouver Sewage Philosopher
and other Spiritual

Bedfellows

They did not see fit to print it.

ANTICS, EPICS, ESCAPADES II - S E L E C T I O N S FROM THE
SECOND FIVE YEARS O F THE VOC JOURNAL - 1963 TO 1967
Leon Kolankiewicz (compiler)
Last year I set out to learn something of the V.O.C.'s
illustrious past by reading each of the 22 annual journals that
have faithfully recorded
(Whew!)

our feets and filosophy ever since 1958.

With all my spare time, it was too much even for m e ,

and I got through only the first ten (1958 - 1967, for those who
can't count).
When I finished compiling a selection of passages describing
the hairiest, scariest, funniest, and most beautiful m o m e n t s ,
I discovered I'd set down 20 pages of single-spaced type-written
material.

Since Vol. XXII (last year's journal) was already in
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danger of becoming "Leon's Diary, Volume XXII, 1979" because o f
the 35-odd (very odd) pages I'd dumped on the editors already,
we agreed to compromise.

Last year's Journal

selections from Vols. I to V (1958 - 1962).

t h e n , included
Here are the fol

lowing five years.
Without further doo-doo...
1963 - Vol. VI
Tragedy struck the VOC in December, 1962.

On the morning

of December 30, an avalanche on M t . Whaleback in Yoho Park struck
and buried fourteen skiers and claimed the life of Jean Sharp.

The

final passage from a short epitaph appearing on the first page
of the Journal read:

Whether at Garibaldi, W e d g e , Yoho, or even

cooking for the Long Hike, her zest for life, her willingness to
help and her contagious good humour made Jean stand out in the
minds of those who knew her.

She is remembered and missed."

In a terse account of the painful incident, Byron Olson
summarized his feelings thus:
"From our experience, sad and unexplainable as it w a s ,
will come perhaps an even greater respect for the power of nature.
The mountains have little concern for those who venture near them."
But the show goes o n . . .
And oh those beginners:
"The Kulshan Cabin work-hike started with a bang on Sunday
morning when Joey Hamilton turned up with all her gear in a duffelbag.

A long argument ensued after which she was finally persuaded

to use a pack." ~

Ian Sterling
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It was an interesting trip:

"When we arrived a t the cabin

we found Bruce and Diana (ahem!) comfortably settled and Diana
happily sewing by the fire.

It was a scene to warm the heart

of any red-blooded pioneer."

Would you apply for this job in the Rockies as advertised?
"Try a different summer, adventure, new people, mountain
scenery; try working in the Canadian Rockies.
a canoe up the Bow River to Vermilion

You can paddle

Lakes, canter a horse

through the tundra to Peyto Lookout, cycle up the clay road be
side Spray River, climb Tunnel Mountain in the middle of the
night, ride the Moraine
truck.

Lake road on the back of a garbage

You will easily afford such pleasures from your enor

mous wages, and the only requirement for the job is that you be
able to answer questions as to why the lake is green and if there
is fish in i t , where glaciers come from and how thick they a r e ,
where you come from and why, and where the restroom is."

—Stella
Barbour

Tense moments off-route on the Watchtower:
"...difficult moves brought m e to the base of a relatively easy
grade IV slab which angled up to the right.

Forgetting that the

first ascent party had always gone left, I charge up.

The slab

steepened into a vertical wall and soon little flutterings in
the pit of my stomach indicated it was time for a piton.

Twenty

feet higher a rusty vertical was found, obviously left by the
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previous party.

Mistakenly thinking this meant we were on

route I anchored myself and Monty started up.

He found the lead

more difficult than yours truly did as he had to dodge the
rocks which occasionally rumbled down from my disintegrating
belay ledge.

Much to our dismay we discovered numerous over

hangs barring further upward progress.

Coming to the earth-

shaking conclusion that our new found piton was a rappel anchor
left by those before us making the same mistake, we roped down."
— P e t e r Thompson
The perspective of the wilderness advocate on the potential

for

recreational development of Garibaldi Lake:
"This combination of assets makes the area unrivalled any
where in B.C. for ski touring.

In summer, the same features

make it ideal for mountain hiking, and for introducing people,
particularly teenagers, to the pleasures that the mountains have
to offer.

Both types of activity require the same development -

NONE, except the construction of a few simple cabins at strategic
sites, linked by a system of well marked trails."
—John

Pringle

Perhaps the ultimate in misery:
"The descent proved more rapid than the ascent, and we
unroped as the snowfields of Garibaldi Park glowed pink in a
magnificent sunset.

June and I went straight to camp, but J.P.

and Alaistair decided to try Zenith Mtn.

It turned out to be

longer than they had expected, and they had to bivouac for a rainy
night in full frustrating view of our campfire."
— J o h n Denton
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Now girls, I think
The boys are grand
They help you when
And cheer you when

you must agree
in V.O.C.
the going's rough
you're feeling tough.

They'll often even lend a back
To help you tote a heavy pack
And when they teach you how to ski
They scrape you gently off each tree.
(The first and second stanzas of
"To the Boys of V.O.C."
by Betsy Ferguson)
(As a gauge of how times have changed, imagine any VOC
woman writing such self-effacing words in serious praise of men
in 1980).

1964 - Vol. VII
Did you know that four of the eight climbers on the first
Canadian expedition to the Himalayas were from VOC?
Fred Roots, Don Lyon, John Ricker, and Don Poole.

They were
In 1964 the

team received permission to attempt an ascent of Hachindar Kish,
an unsealed peak of about 23,000' in the Karakoram Himalayas of
Pakistan.

The peak's deeply serrated and corniced ridges proved

themselves too formidable, but nonetheless the expedition was
successful as an adventure and as the first such effort.
VOC'ers contributed approximately 1000 man ("& woman" hours
in packing for the expedition.

"As special problems arose,

special committees were set up to solve them.
was known informally as the T.P. Brigade.

One such committee

The expedition, being

fussy, demanded T.P. in small square sheets rather than in rolls.
The T.P. Brigade managed to obtain this vital necessity through
'The generosity of the Vancouver Service Stations.'

That i s , several

cars roamed the city and cleared every washroom dispenser.
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The packing was done in the basement of VOC'er Peter
Thompson's home.

"...Mr. Thompson (Peter's father) never broke

down as he wearily repeated his answers to his incredulous friends
on the phone --''Yes, that's what I said, they are packing for a
Himalayan expedition in my basement.'"

Most VOC'ers made more mundane trips this y e a r , such as to
the bathroom:

(At the Kokanee Park Slocan cabin) "This John

deserves comment:
the Inquisition.

we felt that it was designed for use in
Walls of canvas hid a wooden framed object

with a central roof beam from which was suspended a single
sling of old rope.

The procedure was to reach in and grasp the

rope, turn about and place the arms through the sling, swing
back dizzily over the pit, and hang terrorized for as short a
time as possible.

Disengaging oneself was even more dangerous."
— P a r k e r Williams and Peter Benson

But for a description of a setting we'd'

all rather experience:

"in the evening the stars twinkle quietly in the sky,
listening to the waves lap gently on the shore o f Garibaldi
Lake.

From far-off Sphinx comes the sound of waterfalls, a

distant booming amplified many times by the stillness.
night, but the world does not yet sleep.

It is

In the cabin, in the

campsites, by coleman and by campfire, people sit to talk and laui
and dream of tomorrow."
—Hart

Pfortmueller
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It was about this time that a Golden Age began for geologizing
VOC'ers, who somehow hoodwinked authorities into paying them to
do exactly what they loved m o s t :

exploring in the mountains.

"After a month of relatively boring work, I was fortunate
enough to spend a month of mapping and prospecting in the M t .
Waddington area with Hamish Mutch and Arnie Shives.

One month

and ten first ascents later we could conceivably have changed
the name of our company from Kennco Explorations to Kennco
Recreations."
— B r u c e McKnight

In the '64 Journal the names Culbert and Woodsworth first begin
to figure prominently in VOC activities.

Dick and Glenn spent

some weeks together in the Waddington area that summer.
"We scrambled up the north ridge of of Serra Five and hit
the final rock tower at about the same time as the blizzard.
Had we been an hour later, the first two leads of grade four
rock on the north-east face might have been a different story.
Above this, the tower is so plastered and iced from past storms
that it doesn't matter anyway.

Light slides of new snow hiss

around us in the mists as Dick leads on up the face, using his
crampons to bite through snow into the verglass beneath.

Let

us just say it was "hairy" - perhaps more dangerous than diffi
cult
"As always when time is of importance, the rappel rope
tangles hopelessly, and we lose a precious half hour.

Finally
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we start down, sliding through cloud and darkness, scraping
off fresh snow and ice to look for piton cracks.
rope jams, but finally pulls free.

A t midnight we bivouac in

the col and all that night it snows.
is not warming.

At 10:30 a

The outlook for tomorrow

First there will be the problem of fresh snow

avalanches on the headwall, then the task of finding a route
down 3000 ft. of icefall in a whiteout, and finally, we must
locate a small tent on a large glacier in the fog."
— D i c k Cul bert
(Believe it or not, they made it

LK)

1965 - Vol. Ill
AN ENTICING ADVERTISEMENT BY A CLIMBING CHAIRMAN
Peter Thompson
"Early Sunday morning you leave the crowded commercialized
areas behind and ski into the heart of the magnificent wilderness
of —

M t . Seymour Provincial Park.

Your impressive objective is

M t . Seymour, the glorified bump which dominates Vancouver's northern
horizon.
"The trail switchbacks through the towering evergreens
motionless in their icy winter coats.

The frozen silence is

broken only by the clatter of the chairlift, the honking o f car
horns, the anguished screams of the wounded yo-yo skiers on the
chairlift run, and the guy behind you swearing because his
skins have come off.

You close your ears to the crude noises of

civilization and plunge deeper into the wilderness.
beauty unfolds a t every stride.
quiet!

Unparalleled

Ahhh...at last...the ultimate

(Except for the guy still cursing his lousy skins!)
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"The Leader slowly raises his ski pole to point o u t a
great mound of snow silhouetted against the azure blue sky.

His

voice charged with emotion the old mountaineer utters two words the summit!

A shiver of fearful anticipation runs down your

spine, your goal is in sight - the summit of mighty M t . Seymour!
Then it occurs to you that only ten thousand people have climbed
that fearful peak since 1920!"
(Olympic Beach Traverse)

"Saturday morning was typical.

After about ninety minutes of sleep we were awakened by the
ecstatic- twanging of Lou Beauchemin and her cheering section 'The VOC Movers' - Asgar Bentzen and Karl Ricker, who inciden
tally just happen to be the club's oldest, shrewdest, cunningest
bird dogs.

Woof!

Woof!"
— T e d Swanson

A classic example of a great tradition of Tall Tales from the
North Country:
"I worked in the 'Stikine', a hell-hole in B . C . , just
east of the Alaska Panhandle.
work during the day.

The bugs are so bad we couldn't

It rained so hard we all had to wear hard

hats to keep from being knocked unconscious.

One day we lost a

helicopter - a monster 'Stikine-type' blackfly few through the
tail rotor and knocked the chopper out of the air."
— P e t e r Thompson

It was the start of a great wall climbing era, on and off
campus.

In '64-65 a number of new routes were put up campus

buildings.

1965 was also the year of the fabled "Cleveland Caper."
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When the Spillway of the great Cleveland Dam across the Capilano
River was dried out to allow grouting, gung-ho climbers were there
to take advantage of this once-in-a-lifetime-offer.

In the

middle of the ascent (at night) the lights went on and several
VOC types were apprehended by our ever-alert law enforcement
officers.

It was only because we live in such a permissive

society that no charges were ever pressed against these heinous
criminals.

Contrary to popular belief, Dick Culbert doesn't own the first
ascent of every peak north of the 49th and south of the 60th,
as this account of how he was nipped at Phyllis's Engine shows:
"With a questionable piton for protection, Dan quickly
turned the final crack.

Other rope leaders fared less w e l l ,

Dick pulling out a flake and grabbing a hand-line, Jack falling
and breaking a tooth.
oh yest it i s — A

Lo and behold —

CAIRN!! !#$%&*&#!

no no it can't be!

No record, just a piton an

carabiner and T F scraped in the summit lichen near the c a i r n .
TF?...Tom Fyles had been one of the greatest of the old time
climbers.

Were people doing class 5.5 free in 1930?

Speculation

was heavy as we rappelled off and headed back to camp.

It con

tinued as we packed back over glaciers and m e a d o w s , then down
the trail by flashlight.
"Actually we were among the few of our group who did not
know the story by that time.

Friends climbing in the Sky Pilot

area that weekend had made the first ascent of Phyllis's Engine
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on the previous T h u r s d a y — j u s t three days before our visit.
That had to be a classic."
— D i c k Culbert

Another "classic climb" is the North North Arete on the Squamish
Chief.

The climb here described first started out only as a

reconnaisance:
"As w e were now about two-thirds of the way up the arete,
with the first major section conquered, we began to entertain
serious thoughts of actually completing the climb.
hours daylight left it was certainly worth a try.
scrambling brought us to the Arete crest.
TTSTKBIGTBC.

W i t h four
Class 4

Where to go?

A 10" wide jam followed by 40' of laybacks

and assorted crawling proved to be the answer - the hardest
pitch on the Arete (5.7), a beautiful lead by Wade.

A

short knife-blade aid crack followed by another 60' aid and
free pitch brought us close to the top.
planned exit route was impossible.

But m o a n , groan, our

The classic situation of

defeat on the last pitch led to preparations for a long series
of rappels and thoughts of a chilly bivouac.
write up such a climb?

No!

Suddenly I saw light of the setting

sun streaming through a hole on the Arete.
answer?

But does the climber

Could this be the

I crawled down about 30', jammed a 5.6 chimney, spiraled

up through the hole and voila!

It was in the bag!

A very exposed

5.4 jam crack led to the summit just as dark settled on top of
the C h i e f — a spectacular end to a classic climb."
— B o b Woodsworth
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The following EDITOR'S NOTE appeared directly after an account
o f a climb on the Grand Wall o f the Chief:
"Jim Baldwin made the first ascent of the Grand Wall
route o f the Stawamus Chief with Ed Cooper in 1961.

He did much

of his early climbing in the Vancouver area with local climbers.
Jim, from Prince Rupert, was a student at UBC.

After climbing

the Grand Wall he began climbing in Yosemite Park in California.
Among other great climbs was his first ascent o f the

'Dihedral

Wall' on El Capitan - one of the longest climbs in Yosemite
Valley.
"Jim died last year in a fall on the direct route o f
Washington Column in Yosemite."

1966 - Vol. IX

To give an idea of the club's development and stature at
this time, I might mention several items recorded in this year's
Journal.

225 people attended Long Hike, Club members w e n t

Christmas caroling and participated in the Open House chorus
line.

Veeocee Mountain in the McBride Range of Garibaldi

Park

was climbed for the first time ever - by VOC'ers of course.

At

the annual banquet, Karl Ricker and Byron Olson become and second
and third recipients o f the club's gold pin, awarded for their
unflagging service through the years.

A t the same a f f a i r , D r .

Leif-Normal Patterson gave a talk o n his experiences in Peru.*
*Csee note on page. 129)
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More Culbert adventures
Descending (solo) an 18,000' peak in A r g e n t i n a —
"...I trundled off into an oncoming storm along a ridge
joining with the scree slopes of Aconcagua (highest peak in
the Western Henri sphere-LK) itself.
edged with unstable class 4 pitches.

The ridges soon became knifeWeather grew rapidly worse

and by the time my way was blocked by totally impassible tower,
(sic) a fully mature Andean blizzard was in progress.

To make

a long story short, this proved the most desperate position I
had met in the last couple of years of climbing and it was
finally solved by a very long traverse across very rotten,
very windy, very icy, very class 5 faces.

Getting through was

a direct function of good luck."

"Geologizing" in the Northern Cariboo (B.C.)

—

"Then came a traverse westward through fields of avalanche
lilies, with the dark walls of Northstar Mountain rising to the
south.

Just beyond the third cache, we walked into a mother

grizzly who charged a point blank range.

It was a case of

'quick draw' for the 357 government pistol which I was miracu
lously wearing and the grizzly was shot at a range of 8'
not to be recommended!

...

One of the cubs put on a truly sobering

scene trying to awaken its dead mother so we named a peak over
looking the field 'Orphan Rock'".
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Although it was some years before a faction of the VOC split
away to become the Ski Club, the rift between purist tourists
and 'yo-yo' skiers already existed...
"Saturday night the cabin was a beehive o f activity
sension within the ranks.
Gondola!

Dis

To use the Gondola or not to use the

The ethics of a touring trip dictate skins and skis,

not cables and cars."
— B o b Woodsworth

*
In the 7 0 ' s , Patterson particpated in an American attempt on
K-2, among other things, and it was this expedition that culminated
in the well-known book In the Throne-Room of the Mountain Gods by
Galen Rowell.

Incidentally, a picture from this book, of Patterson

with arms outspread in ecstasy a t the sight of a clump o f greenery
in such a start, forbidding world, received wide exposure on
North American campuses as an ad for the outdoor magazine Mariah.*
Tragically, in 1977 Patterson and his young son were killed in
an avalanche while skiing in the Northern Selkirks.
* now Outside.

Mountaineering continued to flourish, as did related bizarre
experiences

—

"During one rest (on a climb of 18,350 M t . Kilimanjaro in
Africa) we were startled out of our lassitude by a fantastic sight.
Swinging along the trail, a 40-1b. load on his h e a d , bare feet
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and all came our porter - a blaring portable radio dangling
from one hand."
— A n n Hoi den

(Off-route on M t . Sir Donald...)

"Then it was my turn.

I

unfolded myself from my belay position a n d , quaking with fear,
started off.

I glanced down.

Overcome by a violent fit of

shaking accompanied by incoherent babbling, I looked back up
again.
my

I told myself feebly not to be such a spaz, and glued

eyes to the ledge along which I was crawling with an

appalling lack of technique.
through a piton.

I found I was being belayed

This was comforting.

I was back on the ridge.

One more manoever and

Mike and Tich followed.

Tich's

Cockney was heard at one point to say, '0o, it's a wee bi'
'airy up 'ere!"'
— M o n i c a Masmyth

While club members also explored other outdoor activities...
"Spelunking is a neat sport.

Climbing and skiing are great,

fantastic, horrendous, e t c . , but spelunking is neat.
crawling head-first into a small hole in a cliff.

It is

It is chim

neying between two slime-covered limestone walls, and then falling
into the m u d .

It is feeling water dripping down your spine.

It

is grovelling on your stomach through a crawlway 10" high and 100'
long.

I t is knowing what it is like to be buried alive
—Monica

Nasmyth

"
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"Take the '7' (VOC'ers) and distribute them between
canoes.

Wind them up and set them off on a trip.

sun, gaiety and stillness.
cooked over open fires.
for 10 days.

Add rain and

Nourish with quantities of food

Encircle all with m u s i c .

Paddle leisurely

Season liberally with madness."
— J e a n Strachan and Joy Stanley,

describing a'recipe' for how to smile a g a i n , with a canoe trip
on the Bowron Lakes.

Paul Sims spent the summer of '66 working in an "Outward Bound"
type rehabilitation program for juvenile delinquents...
"One can only appreciate how close these young delinquents
are to oneself.

Think of climbing in the Rockies or the Coast

Range (Kootenay, Yoho and Garibaldi Parks) and you reach a
saddle.

There confronting you is a panorama of dew-covered a l 

pine flowers beyond which looms a massive peak outlined by the
rising sun.
J

C

You are stunned, and the boy beside you says, "Wow!
is that ever

(supercensored).. .mint!"

His grammar

lacks a little polish but his emotions are as great as your own and this from a kid who twenty-six days before, had never been
out of the city."

*

"The summit is only the halfway point.

A climb is not finished

until the mountaineer returns to camp.

There he can relax and

let the warmth o f personal satisfaction take over.

Deliciously

t i r e d , he feels u l t r a s e n s i t i v e to'the warmth of thef.ire,. the

*Sadly, Paul Sims died of a brain tumour in 1977 at the age of 28.
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good taste of food, and the comradeship of his companions.

Chuck

ling to himself, he thinks, "Heaven is right here on earth."

And lest you think Dick Culbert's only talent was in climbing
mountains...
This is a land that's out o f kilter.
Silent, gaunt, and yet
A battlefield,
A cry o f raw despair,
Lichens, only lichens
Grow in ease,
Belong in billions.
Closest to the caustic tides
And highest on the crags, they chase
The lines of melting ice.
They grow on trees, alive or dead
And only lichens hold
To overhangs
At home on seamless granite walls;
This is their world.
...a stanza from "Land of the Lichen"

1967
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"A hot breakfast under a cold starry sky and we're off
as the hills are turning pink around u s .
tricky and slow going.

The route is steep,

Then, the top of the ridge is reached,

the sun hits us and suddenly it is all worth while.

Old memories

come rushing back as goggles are put on and the uniquely spring
smell of 'skreen' fills the air.

Before u s , huge and impressive,

stands Skypilot - fluted, encrusted with fresh snow and alive
with the Rockfall Symphony.

The immense, pure silence of white

mountains is dispelled by the roar of cornices, icicles and rocks
cascading off the faces and turning the gulleys into death traps.
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A knoll is reached, skis stuck in and a long golden lunch break
lazed through

The end of a weekend was made more perfect by

the contrast with months of dreary Vancouver rain and the thought
o f approaching mid-terms.
— P e t e r Macek
"Swim Hell's Gate?

It sounded like a nutty idea but here

I was standing next to the Trans-Canada Highway near Hell's Gate
in m y bathing suit getting some awfully strange looks from passing
truck drivers, etc.

It was rather cold, being March 1 9 t h , and I

never got my wetsuit on so fast, and my life jacket and my crash
helmet plus my fins and inner tube.

While all this was happening

a local resident was telling the Fearless Four (leader Mike Ablitt,
Tim Auger, Randy Hay and myself) that while swimming Hell's Gate
we should keep our eyes open for gold, jade, and salmon (in that
order).

After assuring him that we were swimming above and not

under water (Hell's Gate is 250 feet deep) we headed for the
water....
"We kept to the middle of the canyon and went over the
eight foot drop on an arch of smooth water.
standing waves.

Then we hit the

Close your eyes and hold your breath - crash

through, not over, an eight foot wave - again and again, we had no
idea if we were headed for the rocks, we just hoped not - we were
starting to get short on wind - and then we were out of the soup."
— M a r i l y n Baker

(After a hike in the Cypress Bowl area...)

"Nothing finishes the

day like the contrast of walking with boots, dirt, and packs down-
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town in the rush, and waiting for a bus.
"But we knew we weren't crazy.

We had looked down on the

city, the r u s h , the jams of people, and had the weather in a
special way."
— N a n c y Deas

"In every field of endeavor there has to be a point which
represents the highest possible level of achievement in that
field.

In mountaineering that point is Mount Everest.

This

year the Varsity Outdoor Club initiated what we hope will

become

an annual club event - The VOC Mount Everest Expedition.
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continued.
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